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Abstract
Identifying differing opinions on a given topic as expressed by multiple people (as in a set
of wrien reviews for a given product, for example) presents challenges. Opinions about a
particular subject are oen nuanced: a person may have both negative and positive opinions
about different aspects of the subject of interest, and these aspect-specific opinions can be
independent of the overall opinion on the subject. Being able to identify, collect, and count
these nuanced opinions in a large set of data offers more insight into the strengths and weak-
nesses of competing products and services than does aggregating the overall ratings of such
products and services.

I make two useful and useable contributions in working with opinionated text.
First, I presentmy implementation of a semi-supervised co-trainingmachine classification

method for identifying both product aspects (features of products) and sentiments expressed
about such aspects. It offers beer precision than fully-supervised methods while requiring
much less text to be manually tagged (a time-consuming process). is algorithm can also be
run in a fully supervised manner when more data is available.

Second, I apply this co-training approach to reviews of restaurants and various electronic
devices; such text contains both factual statements and opinions about features/aspects of
products. e algorithm automatically identifies the product aspects and the words that in-
dicate aspect-specific opinion polarity, while largely avoiding the problem of misclassifying
the products themselves as inherently positive or negative.

is method performs well compared to other approaches. When run on a set of re-
views of five technology products collected from Amazon, the system performed with some
demonstrated competence (with an average precision of 0.83) at the difficult task of simulta-
neously identifying aspects and sentiments, though comparison to contemporaries’ simpler
rules-based approaches was difficult. When run on a set of opinionated sentences about lap-
tops and restaurants that formed the basis of a shared challenge in the SemEval-2014 Task 4
competition, it was able to classify the sentiments expressed about aspects of laptops beer
than any team that competed in the task (achieving 0.72 accuracy). It was above the mean in
its ability to identify the aspects of restaurants about which people expressed opinions, even
when co-training using only half of the labelled training data at the outset.

While the SemEval-2014 aspect-based sentiment extraction task considered only sepa-
rately the tasks of identifying product aspects and determining their polarities, I take an extra
step and evaluate sentences as a whole, inferring aspects and the aspect-specific sentiments
expressed simultaneously, amore difficult task that seemsmore applicable to real-world tasks.
I present first results of this sentence-level task.
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e algorithm uses both lexical and syntactic information in a manner that is shown to be
able to handle new words that it has never before seen. It offers some demonstrated ability to
adapt to new subject domains for which it has no training data. e system is characterizable
by very high precision and weak-to-average recall and it estimates its own confidence in its
predictions; this characteristic should make the algorithm suitable for use on its own or for
combination in a confidence-based voting ensemble. e soware created for and described
in the course of this dissertation is made available online.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

..

“
.

All opinions are not equal. Some are a very great deal more robust, sophisti-
cated and well supported in logic and argument than others.
Adams (2002)

.

”
is dissertation describes a set of experiments that identify aspect-specific sentiments

in English text: those where a writer has mentioned what aspects/features of a product they
like and dislike, independent of whether they like or dislike the product itself.

1.1 Motivation

Humans are opinionated beings. Some opinions may be arbitrary, but a great number are
nuanced and explicitly supported.1

As the amount of human-wrien text existing in the world increases, so too does the
amount of opinionated text wrien and shared online. It is natural to be curious what people
are opinionated about, and what nuances might be found in their opinions. A considerable
amount of the accumulated writing of the human race is now available online; indeed, much
human writing is now “born digital”. People share their opinions online in great numbers.
e deluge of available text makes these opinions accessible but, paradoxically, due to their
sheer number, it becomes increasingly difficult to synthesize and generalize these opinions.
1One hopes that the arguments presented in this dissertation might fall in the laer category.

1



Introduction 2

Contrast the world of opinions about movies: 25 years ago, one might have read a syndi-
cated copy of Roger Ebert’s column to glean information about the good and bad aspects of
a particular film (e.g., great acting and poor cinematography); whereas today, one might find
dozens of reviews on IMDB, hundreds on Metacritic, and thousands on Amazon (if a movie is
available on disc). Reading one well-respected critic’s aspect-specific opinions about a movie
is feasible for an individual, but synthesizing a majority opinion on various aspects from
numerous reviews is, at best, cumbersome, and quite possibly infeasible for most folks.

ese kinds of aspect-specific opinions support decision-making. A film student inter-
ested in nouvelle vague cinema contemplating a movie night is not well-served by a five-star
review of the latest Hollywood thriller; such a student’s opinion of any given film is informed
by different aspects than those in which the population at large is interested. Such a film stu-
dent, if trying to find a film to watch, is more likely interested in the cinematography, the
novelty of narrative devices used, and the degree to which the film is experimental; whereas
the population at large is perhaps more interested in whether the actors are recognizable,
whether a love story unfurls satisfactorily, whether there is a happy ending, and how large
the explosions portrayed in action sequences might be. ese particular aspects are key mo-
tivators for deciding whether a given individual might want to watch a particular movie;
whereas, a movie is being determined atomically to be “good” is not, in itself, very useful.
(As an extreme example, consider some low-budget art house cult films that are reviewed to
be extraordinarily poor; for cult film aficionados, the lack of professionalism and polish of
such films might indeed be a compelling selling point.)

e sheer amount of nuanced opinionated text available online makes it likely that, for
any given consumer contemplating an everyday purchase, there may well exist a review2

that addresses the aspects most salient to that particular consumer; and yet, because such
opinionated text is now so prevalent, it makes it unlikely that the consumer will be able to
discover such a well-suited review.

Computer soware, of course, has no inherent difficulty in consuming such text en masse.
ere are at least two reasonable approaches that could be undertaken to solve this par-

ticular data deluge dilemma. One solution could be an information retrieval approach: a
search tool that “understands” product aspects and aspect-specific opinions and that could
search through a vast number of reviews to find and rank a small set of well-suited reviews
that mention a particular aspect (e.g., perform a search for the top ten movies with sedate
narrative pace, excellent cinematography, and understated acting). Another solution would
be for an aggregation tool that could discover aspects of products in a given domain and rank
2Amazon alone had well over 35 million product reviews as of March 2013 (McAuley and Leskovec, 2013).
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them aspect-by-aspect based on a large corpus of stated opinions (e.g., present a list of cell
phones sorted according to how many people liked its screen quality; or present a bar chart
with competing products on the x axis and an aggregated screen quality score on the y axis).
Underpinning both of these possible and plausible solutions is soware that can recognize
and extract aspect-specific opinions from human-wrien free-form text.

is dissertation describes work to improve the state of the art in identifying such aspect-
specific opinions in text.

1.2 esis goals

e goal of this thesis is to develop usable and useful soware that, given a set of casually
wrien product reviews, identifies products’ aspects (features) and infers writers’ opinions
about these aspects.

A second goal of this thesis is to investigate whether co-training, a semi-supervised ma-
chine learning approach, can improve the performance on such a product aspect sentiment
inference task by taking advantage of a large set of unlabelled data at training time. Data
annotated with aspects and fine-grained aspect-specific opinions is oen not available; in
such cases, it is easier to annotate a smaller data set and use co-training to glean some ben-
efit from remaining non-annotated data than it is to annotate a full data set. A successful
experiment will demonstrate that the results achieved with co-training approach those of a
fully-supervised method on the same data; the laer can be reasonably thought of as an ideal
performance ceiling for co-training.

In both cases, it is my goal that the soware developed should behave in a manner that
suggests adaptability in the face of imperfect language. It should handle regular, casual writ-
ing with aplomb, including misspellings and poor punctuation. It should be able to recognize
and handle new, unseen language. It should, in at least some (perhaps rare) circumstances,
have classification performance that can be argued to be beer than human annotators (e.g.,
it should be able to find mistakes in the annotated data). It should incorporate some lexical
and syntactic knowledge so that it can be argued that there is some language understanding
occurring (as opposed to, say, simple bag-of-words models that simply count words, ignoring
the beauty and complexity of the language they are meant to convey).

A final goal of this thesis is for the system developed to exceed the performance of con-
temporaries in some measure on some aspect-specific sentiment extraction task; the soware
developed should be beer suited for at least some small subset of tasks than all other known
sentiment classification systems on a particular data set.
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1.3 Contributions

e unique and novel contributions of this dissertation are as follows:

1. e first use of co-training for aspect-specific sentiment extraction (simultaneously
training or classifying both the aspects of the product/service and the sentiment ex-
pressions)

2. e first use of lexical information as one co-training view and syntactic information
as another co-training view

3. A machine learning approach that is demonstrated to be able to correctly handle words
that have never been seen before

4. Particularly high precision aspect-specific sentiment extraction (achieving higher pre-
cision than all 31 teams who participated in the SemEval 2014 aspect-specific sentiment
extraction task)

Finally, this dissertation posits a set of criteria to use when selecting a data set for NLP
experimentation.

1.4 Outline

is dissertation will unfold as follows. A succinct review of the fundamentals of natural
language processing is offered in the next chapter. A thorough review of the literature in
sentiment analysis in natural language processing is offered in section 3. e problem tack-
led and solved by this thesis is described in section 4. is is followed in section 5 by a
description of the data used in the experiments, how they were selected, and how they were
processed to be suitable for experimentation. Section 6 describes the aspect-specific senti-
ment identification experiments themselves, while section 7 presents and dissects the results
of the experiments. Conclusions and ideas for further work are offered in the eighth (and
final) section.



Chapter 2

A brief review of NLP and ML

is thesis seeks to use statistical natural language processing techniques and machine learn-
ing to find fine-grained sentiments expressed in text. A brief review of the fundamentals of
the field is offered as a refresher.

2.1 Natural language processing

Natural language processing (or NLP) is the treatment of human language (text or sound) by
computers, as implemented in some combination of hardware and/or soware.

NLP is used for a plethora of tasks. Examples include:

• machine translation

• question answering (as exemplified by IBM’s Watson (Ferrucci et al., 2010) on the TV
show Jeopardy!)

• named entity identification (tagging proper names of people and places)

• semantic searching (for example, trying to find news articles about senior executives
who have been convicted of indictable offences; having the system realize that vice-
presidents are senior executives, that pleading guilty is a type of conviction, and that
mischief is an indictable offence; and returning a news article about RIM vice-presidents
who notoriously caused an Air Canada flight to be diverted in 2011)

• speech-to-text dictation

• text-to-speech synthesis

5



A brief review of NLP and ML 6

• syntactic sentence parsing (deciding if a piece of text is grammatical and/or inferring
syntactic structure from text)

• semantic sentence parsing (figuring out the structure of, for example, who did what to
whom)

• information extraction (synthesizing facts expressed in human-wrien text and repre-
senting them in some sort of structure)

• spell- and grammar-checking

• sentiment analysis (deciding if a piece of text is positive, negative, or objective)

• emotion analysis (deciding if a piece of text indicates anger, surprise, happiness, and so
on)

• natural language generation (trying to automatically describe what is depicted in a
photograph or painting, for example)

• automatic text summarization

and so on.
ere are two major schools of thought on NLP.
Classically, NLP applications have relied on sets of rules that guide the process at hand

(for example, building a sentence parser using a nominally complete set of rules that define
allowable words, their parts of speech, and allowable sequences of parts of speech; or build-
ing a machine translation system using rules-based finite state transducers that directly map
input words to output words, perhaps with some rules for reordering words in the process).
Such approaches, oen termed computational linguistics, can be subject to criticism because
it is difficult to model all language phenomena with a tractably finite set of rules, and because
such rule sets must be labouriously updated over time. (By analogy, consider that dictionar-
ies, which are essentially rule sets of allowable words, can never completely record all creative
uses of unusual morphological variation, such as verbifying nouns; nor can they quickly keep
up with new words like selfie).

Statistical NLP, on the other hand, consists of quantitative (oen probabilistic) approaches
to dealing with language, modelling language implicitly (by counting words or short se-
quences of words called n-grams; or by using large sets of aligned parallel text to accom-
plish machine translation) rather than by using explicit rules. ese, too, can be subject to
criticism, as the statistical assumptions that underlie these techniques may not match our
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intuition of how language works (or “should” work), and corpus-based applications can be
criticized for having insufficient data (for example, if parallel English and Khmer texts are
used to build a machine translation system, there is a good chance that such corpora might
not yet contain the word selfie either).

An inquiring reader might be well-advised to consult Jurafsky and Martin (2000), a com-
prehensive treatise of natural language processing; or perhaps Manning and Schütze (1999),
the seminal work on statistical approaches to NLP.emajor tasks in NLP are also introduced
by Russell and Norvig (2003, Chapter 22).

2.2 Machine learning

Machine learning is a branch of the field of artificial intelligence, which is in turn a branch of
computer science, engineering, cognitive science, and perhaps even philosophy to an extent.

Machine learning seeks to make decisions about new and unseen data without having
been explicitly instructed about how to do so; that is, there is nowrien code/rules for dealing
with new and unseen data. A machine learning system either learns by example (supervised
and semi-supervised learning) or by trying to use fiing functions (clustering, regression).

In supervised learning, the soware is given examples of known data that it can use to
try to infer something about new instances of unknown data.

In semi-supervised learning (e.g., bootstrapping), the system learns in a supervised fash-
ion from a small set of labelled examples to begin with, and then predicts labels for some
unlabelled examples and adds them to the list of “known” data, iteratively building a larger
and larger set of data with which to train itself.

Unsupervised learning can be used, as an example, to cluster documents that are similar
by some metric, perhaps by topic. In some algorithms the user might specify the desired
number of clusters ahead of time or might specify a threshold for how similar documents
must be in order to be included in a cluster. Data are not labelled ahead of time; the system
learns exclusively by inspection.

Machine learning is not inherently tied to natural language processing; it is possible to do
NLP without machine learning, and there is a wide range of applications of machine learning
that have nothing to do with NLP.

Machine learning techniques can be combined to accomplish a goal (ensemble learning).
One might use clustering to build a knowledge base used to train a supervised learning sys-
tem, for example; or different systems can be used to analyze the same data in parallel and
vote on the result.
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A reader might wish to consult the work of Wien and Frank (2005) for thorough and
well-wrien coverage of machine learning algorithms and techniques. Similar material is
covered by Russell and Norvig (2003, Chapters 18-21).

2.3 Machine classification

Machine classification is a type of supervised (or, occasionally, semi-supervised) machine
learning. e goal of machine classification is to be able to sort new and previously unseen
data into a discrete number of bins/categories. is can also be thought of as labelling data
with a pre-determined, controlled, and finite set of labels.

Classification models are built (“trained”) ahead of time using a set of labelled data. Once
the classification model is built, the classification algorithm uses these models and, given a
new piece of data, tries to match it into the category that is most similar, as determined by
some measure.

Designing a good representation of the data that is tractable and appropriate for the prob-
lem domain is one of the challenges of building a good machine classification system. is
measure by which data are compared is typically implemented as a set of features. For in-
stance, one could build a classifier to determine whether a motor vehicle will fit into a small
residential garage. e classifier would be binary: for new piece of data, it would guess
whether the vehicle will fit or will not fit. A comprehensive set of features might be: manu-
facturer, model, year of production, and trim line. If it is known, for example, that all Ford
trucks made between 1950 and 2012 do not fit in the garage, and that no trucks made by Ford
are known to fit, and a new unknown model of Ford truck is introduced, it seems a reason-
able bet that, unless given new knowledge, the new unknown truck will not fit. Or perhaps
older, smaller Ford trucks made before 1950 are known to fit, but Chevrolet trucks of that
age do not, so upon seeing a new unseen Chevrolet truck the classifier might conclude that it
will not fit, but that the Ford truck will. A classifier, during training, builds a model that can
generalize combinations of features for each example so as to give the best hint about how
to assign new exemplars into the established categories.

Features can be thought of as dimensions of a single vector in a highly dimensional space;
this interpretation allows some algorithms to use vector algebra to determine similarity (e.g.,
cosine similarity) between two examples’ sets of features.

ere are several major algorithms that perform classification, distinguished by how the
learned model is built from the data and how new data are compared to the learned knowl-
edge.
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Some commonly used machine classification algorithms are: Naïve Bayes; support vector
machines (SVM); neural networks (and deep learning, an evolving variation thereo); expec-
tation maximization (EM); k-nearest neighbour (k-NN); and decision trees. Each of these is
based on a fundamentally different mathematical interpretation of the data and a different
intuition about how to select or evolve a model that generalizes the data, and each has its own
strengths and weaknesses. All, fundamentally, try to optimize the model learned at training
time by aempting to minimize the aggregate error in the data.

is dissertation describes work that uses support vector machine classifiers (Cortes and
Vapnik, 1995). ese treat each labelled or unlabelled example as a vector in a highly dimen-
sional space; an example with three features can be thought of in a three-dimensional space
for convenience. Given a set of examples sorted into two (or sometimes more) classes, a SVM
aempts to more-or-less optimally fit a spliing plane in the dimensional space, trying to
minimize the number of labelled examples that fall on the incorrect side of the plane. Once
trained, classification of new examples is relatively trivial: it is necessary only to determine
on which side(s) of the plane(s) the new example falls. Variations of the SVM approach in-
volve flat planes (the simplest form), quadratic planes, or highly-contoured planes that tightly
wrap around all examples onwhich it was trained (an approach that oen leads to over-fiing,
that is, a lack of generalization that makes it unlikely that the model will be able to make good
guesses about unseen data).

Justification of the choice of support vector machines is offered in Section 6.3.1.

2.4 Features and aspects that aren’t features and aspects

It is worth noting two maers of nomenclature.
e word feature has at least two precise meanings (one avoided) in this dissertation.

Feature is taken herein to mean a machine learning feature; that is, a dimension of a vector
used by a machine learning classifier to represent a part of an example being either classified
or used to train the classifier. For example, if trying to build a classifier that could identify
a person, the machine learning features used might be age, hair colour, height, nationality,
fashion style, and so on. By contrast, in the problem domain, one could say that products
about which specific opinions are expressed have features; that is, an iPhone has the features
of screen size, baery life, weight, size, and so on. To avoid confusion, these product features
will be called aspects instead; this also conforms to literature on the domain.

e word aspect itself has at least two meanings that could be confused in this disserta-
tion. Aspect is taken to mean features of products (or restaurants) about which people might
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express specific opinions. ere is also a linguistic/grammatical notion of aspect, used to de-
scribe the degree to which a verb is used in a finite or continuous sense. Grammatical aspect
is not considered explicitly in this dissertation, so this sense is not used.

2.5 Putting it all together

is thesis uses supervised and semi-supervised machine learning to accomplish a [statistical]
natural language processing task: given text in reviews of products and restaurants, trying
to find the sentiments expressed about the specific aspects of said products/restaurants. It
uses two support vector machine classifiers to predict whether a given word in a sentence is
inside of a phrase that expresses sentiment, inside a phrase that expresses a product aspect,
or outside of either; and it tries to infer from these predicted words a correct and complete
list of aspect-specific sentiments expressed in a sentence.



Chapter 3

Related work

ere have been aempts at inferring the sentiment of sentences using computers for twenty
years, with some approaches based on manually coded rules based on observed linguistic
phenomena, and some using machine learning and other forms of artificial intelligence. My
work draws on both approaches.

is chapter highlights seminal work in sentiment analysis in natural language process-
ing, and offers an in-depth survey ofwork extracting sentiment from informal (and sometimes
poorly-wrien) product reviews, movie reviews, financial stock analyses, and Twier posts.

As my sentiment extraction algorithm is based on machine learning, an overview of rel-
evant research on classifier selection and semi-supervised learning is offered.

Finally, while this dissertation does not make any particular contributions to the linguis-
tics community, research into the nature of subjective text is covered briefly, as a useful and
necessary precursor to sentiment analysis work.

3.1 Seminal and salient results in sentiment mining

ere has been much work in sentiment analysis and opinion mining.
ere are several commendable works that survey the state-of-the-art in sentiment anal-

ysis. Liu and Zhang (2012) offer a compelling overview of various sentiment classification
tasks: aspect-specific and document-level sentiment classification, subjectivity classification,
clustering, lexical approaches, all in a thoroughly linguistically-grounded manner. Liu (2012)
expands upon this overview in greater detail. Pang and Lee (2008) offer a similarly good
overview, and while they don’t mention the most recent natural language processing work
in the field, they do delve into the fundamental reasons why sentiment analysis is useful; they

11
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summarize results of surveys that conclude that reviews of restaurants, hotels, and the like
have a significant influence on consumers’ purchasing decisions, and that, depending on the
type of product or service, 20% to 99% of consumers will pay more for an item that is rated
five stars out of five than a competing item ranked four stars out of five. ey proceed to
survey papers in three areas: papers that tackle the problem of classifying subjective versus
objective material; papers that seek to classify the sentiment expressed in a document or to
classify aspect-specific sentiments; and papers that describe systems that can summarize and
present opinionated text in a useful way to an end user.

ere are several highly-cited and highly-respected papers that made great leaps in senti-
ment analysis. Hatzivassiloglou andMcKeown (1997) presented an algorithm for determining
the semantic orientation of adjectives (a word class that is particularly strong at conveying
opinion). Turney (2002) sought to classify the semantic orientation (positive/negative) of re-
views of cars, banks, movies, and travel destinations. e basis for this work was comparing
given phrases to a fixed positive word and a fixed negative word and assigning a mutual in-
formation score. Nigam and Hurst (2004) propose a collocation assumption that if a sentence
contains topical information and polar sentiment language, that the two are related, and they
offer several metrics for aggregating opinions about topics. ey posit several useful evalua-
tion metrics for sentiment classification tasks. Critically, they delve into the performance of
humans on sentiment polarity classification tasks at both the message and the sentence level;
human agreement on message-level polarity had precision of approximately 80% and recall of
approximately 76%, while at the sentence level, precision was 88% and recall was 70%. Note
that these tests involved classifying a whole message or whole sentence, and were therefore
not aspect-specific.

One compelling approach to sentiment analysis consists of two phases: first, separating
passages of text that contain opinions from those that don’t, and then trying to determine
whether the opinionated passages indicate a positive or negative sentiment. An early effort
in this vein was presented by Yu and Hatzivassiloglou (2003), who classified documents in
a news corpus as either largely subjective (editorials) or objective (regular news articles).
ey also sought to classify sentences as objective or subjective, and classified nominally
subjective sentences as positive, negative, or neutral, with fairly impressive results. Pang and
Lee (2004) aim to determine whether a given movie review is positive or negative. ey first
label sentences as either subjective or objective, then discard the laer; they then use only
the subjective sentences to classify the document as positive or negative. Similarly, Wilson
(2005) separates the tasks of classifying sentences as opinionated or neutral from the task of
determining the polarity of phrases within the sentences. She approaches the problem as one
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of adapting a lexicon of sentiment terms and phrases, aiming to infer the sentiment of such
terms in context, even when such words’ polarity in a given context is different from their
usual polarity. She uses machine learning with a variety of features, including dependency
trees. e task of determining whether text is objective or subjective is of interest even by
itself; Joshi and Penstein-Rosé (2009) use dependency relation features with a form of back-
off (that is, the ability to use less information or simpler information when ideal information
is not present) to try to improve performance in classifying text as subjective or objective.
While the task of determiningwhether text is opinionated is related to the task of determining
whether opinionated text is positive or negative, these tasks can also be treated independently.

ere is a body of work that seeks to connect opinions expressed in text with the person
who holds them. is task is not directly related to the work in this dissertation, but shares a
few of the same challenges of identifying opinionated text. For a taste of the task, one might
examine the work of Kim and Hovy (2006b), who take an opinion frame/semantic frame
approach to infer connections between opinions and those who hold them.

3.2 Classifier selection and feature selection

Some machine learning techniques are used in the experiments detailed in this dissertation.
It was useful to select, implement, and tune classifiers in such a manner that is supported by
previous work in the field.

Several papers have sought to answer a simple question: what is the bestmachine learning
classifier? While there is not yet agreement on a single answer, the papers that pursue an
answer offer a great deal of insight into the strengths and weaknesses of various available
classifiers. Pang et al. (2002) compared Naïve Bayes, Maximum Entropy, and support vector
machine (SVM) classifiers on a task of classifying movie reviews as positive or negative; they
found that SVM performed best in their experiment. Wang and Manning (2012) examine the
performance of Naïve Bayes and SVMs on sentiment and topic classification tasks, concluding
that each has its benefits, and positing that using Naïve Bayes log-count ratios as features in
a support vector machine outperforms their other experiments.

Using machine learning to tackle sentiment analysis necessitates choosing some machine
learning features. While some such machine learning features are common in natural lan-
guage processing and are not unique to sentiment analysis (such as using a “bag of words”
approach that counts or marks the presence of single words to accomplish a task), some
more complex features can draw inspiration from linguistics. To some degree, there has been
a gulf between linguists’ work in analyzing sentiment structure in text and the work of those
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in natural language processing. ere is, however, some work in natural language processing
that draws heavily upon notions of relations between syntax and sentiment. Such work is
generally predicated on using parse trees of sentences (hierarchical trees that break down
sentences into noun phrases and verb phrases, and such phrases into their constituent nouns
and verbs, for example) and dependency features in sentences (subjects and objects of verbs,
for example) to help indicate phrases that express opinions. Gamon (2004) experimented with
various types of linguistic features, including phrase structure paerns (like observing that a
sentence might be composed of a noun phrase + a verb + another noun phrase) and depen-
dency relations (taking note of the nominal subjects of verbs, as an example), and concluded
that the more complex linguistic features increased classification performance. Matsumoto
et al. (2005) took a similar approach, translating dependency sub-trees into machine learning
features to help classify the sentiment orientation of movie reviews, and reported that their
systemwas quite accurate at this task as a result. Wilson et al. (2004) classified the strength of
opinions using syntactic tree features. Joshi and Penstein-Rosé (2009), mentioned previously,
use rather complex dependency tree features to try to classify text as objective or subjective.
Ng et al. (2006) experiment with using simpler subject-verb and verb-object relations in try-
ing to classify text as objective versus subjective and classify subjective text as positive or
negative, though their work does not derive much benefit from these relations. e bulk of
work in this field, however, seems to suggest that using linguistic features offers beer clas-
sification performance; which also seems in line with an intuition that systems that use more
linguistic features might offer beer language understanding.

Finally, some general feature selection guidelines for sentiment classification tasks are
opined by Abbasi et al. (2008).

While it might be tempting to do a pre-filtering pass to remove objective sentences (those
that are not opinionated), experiments by Cui et al. (2006) demonstrated that this was neither
necessary nor helpful. ey also note that high order n-grams improve performance of clas-
sifiers in analyzing text fragments for both polarity and strength. It should be noted that this
disagrees with earlier work by Pang et al. (2002); the laer suggested (non-intuitively) that
unigrams were best for sentiment classification, while the former demonstrates an ability to
capture increasing levels of nuance in text, including some ironic uses of words.

3.3 Co-training

A co-training algorithm is developed in this dissertation. Co-training is a semi-supervised
learning approach that uses both labelled and unlabelled data. Two (or more) classifiers try
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to classify the same data into the same classes using different and uncorrelated sets of features
(“views”, in co-training parlance). e algorithm iteratively builds larger and larger sets of
training data when it finds unlabelled examples that at least one classifier can classify with
high (estimated) confidence.

Co-training was introduced by Blum and Mitchell (1998). ey present an approach for
using a small set of labelled data and a large set of unlabelled data to iteratively build a more
complete classifier model. Classification features are divided into two views. emain exam-
ple they provided was a task to classify web pages by topic, where one view was the textual
content of the pages, and the other view was composed of the URLs used to access the pages.
Two assumptions are made; that each view is sufficient to classify the data, and that the
views are conditionally independent given the class label. At approximately the same time,
Brin (1999) described an approach similar to co-training, without explicitly calling it such. It
has a slant towards paern matching. It does not seem to be credited in any NLP literature.

Many researchers saw promise in Blum and Mitchell’s proposed co-training algorithm,
but sought to alleviate some concern about the two assumptions it made about the co-training
views. Collins and Singer (1999) build on the work of Blum and Mitchell (1998) by using de-
cision lists combined with co-training to classify named entities. ey discuss the sufficiency
and conditional independence assumptions in the laer in depth and develop their method
using a less strict set of assumptions. Goldman and Zhou (2000) make a significant advance
over Blum andMitchell by relaxing the requirement that the two views be conditionally inde-
pendent. eir co-training approach, while quite computationally intensive, is able to achieve
good results with relatively few iterations. ey use different supervised learning algorithms
for the two views, positing that each algorithm might “notice” different phenomena in the
data. Dasgupta et al. (2002) offer more mathematical theoretical support to the work in the
Blum and Mitchell paper and demonstrate that one can relax some of the strong assumptions
therein. Abney (2002) demonstrates further that the independence assumption of co-training
can be relaxed, and that co-training is still effective under aweaker independence assumption.
An ability to further relax the independence assumptions in Blum’s work was demonstrated
byWang and Zhou (2013); usefully, the authors suggest that, even if the views in a co-training
approach are themselves insufficient to classify the data, co-training is still a valid approach.
Balcan et al. (2004) also offer an ability to relax the strong assumptions of Blum and Mitchell;
critically, they propose an expansion assumption of the data and offer a set of proofs that
data meeting this assumption will derive benefit from a co-training approach (also assuming
that the underlying machine learning classifiers are never confident in their classifications in
cases when they are incorrect). is expansion assumption presumes that both the positive
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and the negative class are composed of several clusters of data – that each class is a union
of smaller classes – and that through iteration the classifier can expand its learned model to
include more of these lesser clusters. ey also assume that the views are at most “weakly
dependent”, rather than assuming conditional independence as in the Blum and Mitchell pa-
per; and are, in fact, quite explicit in stating that this assumption is the “right” assumption
compared to the earlier assumption. It is worth noting that Blum is a co-author of this paper,
so the contradiction of the seminal paper should be reliable. is paper also introduces “one-
shot” co-training, avoiding the computational cost of iteration. A very practical analysis of
the assumptions underlying co-training is offered by Du et al. (2011). ese authors offer a
pragmatic approach to applying co-training to a domain that has a single natural view, re-
quiring the feature set to thus be split into two views for co-training. ey offer approaches
for spliing the data into two (non-obvious) views and an approach for verifying that the
two views satisfy the sufficiency and independence assumptions of the original Blum and
Mitchell paper.

e aforementioned work in co-training assumed that the underlying classifiers had high
confidence; so high as to be assumed to be perfect. Real-world classifiers can offer excellent
performance in some domains, but in domains where classifiers might have more difficulty,
having classifiers estimate their own performance can offer an advantage. Confidence-based
co-training (where a classifier generates class probabilities, and only those with high esti-
mated probabilities are added to training data in subsequent iterations) was verified to work
by Nigam and Ghani (2000). Confidence-based co-training was also used by Huang et al.
(2012); as opposed to taking a random sample as in Blum and Mitchell’s approach, they sam-
ple the data where the two views’ classifiers agree the most, which is an intriguing approach.
Using a Naïve Bayes classifier as the heart of their co-training approach, they saw signifi-
cantly beer results in six of sixteen data sets that they analyzed, compared to the Blum and
Mitchell algorithm, and saw significantly worse results in only one of the sixteen data sets
that they used.

Limitations of co-training were posited by Pierce and Cardie (2001), who suggest that co-
training improves the performance of classifiers to a certain threshold (as high-confidence
data are added to the training models in early iterations), and then as more examples are
added, performance declines slightly. Similarly, Wang and Zhou (2007) offer several mathe-
matical analyses that extend and validate some of the mathematical axioms provided in Blum
and Mitchell (1998). ey, too, conclude that the usefulness of co-training depends largely on
(and is roughly proportional to) the difference between the two views. Ng and Cardie (2003b)
criticize the performance of co-training relative to self-training and expectation maximiza-
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tion.
Co-training has been applied to several natural language processing tasks. Wan (2011)

uses Blum and Mitchell’s co-training algorithm to do sentiment classification on reviews, us-
ing Chinese data as one view and English data as a second view, and using an SVM classifier.
Machine translation appears to be used to create the views, the output of which may not be
perfectly independent from its input; and Chinese and English form a language pair that is
considered relatively challenging in machine translation circles. e same author published
a similar cross-lingual sentiment classification two years earlier (Wan, 2009). Only two ex-
amples of applying co-training to unilingual sentiment analysis tasks were identified. Liu
et al. (2013a) and Liu et al. (2013b) aim to classify the sentiments of Twier tweets using co-
training and support vector machines, while Biyani et al. (2013) uses co-training to identify
sentiment in an online healthcare-related community. In a similar vein, Li et al. (2010b) uses
co-training and ensemble learning to classify writers’ stated views about objects as either
personal or impersonal. Co-training has been applied to other natural language processing
tasks including email classification (Kiritchenko andMatwin, 2001), sentence parsing (Sarkar,
2001), word sense disambiguation (Mihalcea, 2004), co-reference resolution (Ng and Cardie,
2003a), and part-of-speech tagging (Clark et al., 2003).

e aforementioned Clark et al. (2003) paper uses co-training to train a part-of-speech
tagger. eir co-training algorithm aims to maximize agreement between the two classifiers.
ey conclude that a naïve co-training process that does not explicitly seek to maximize
agreement on unlabelled data can lead to similar performance as one that does, at a much
lower computational cost.

A few algorithms have been proposed that are similar in principle to co-training. A views-
based algorithm is proposed by Amini and Goue (2010) and contrasted against Blum and
Mitchell’s algorithm. Riloff and Jones (1999) present a bootstrapping approach they use to
build both a semantic lexicon and a set of extraction paerns for use in an information ex-
traction system. Using a small set of examples to begin with, they iteratively use an instance
in the lexicon to generate an extraction paern and vice versa. While this approach is not
explicitly co-training, it shares key properties, and the algorithm is similar in practice. A fun-
damentally similar two-view paern-learning system is described by Craven et al. (1998), and
is used to build a knowledge base of relationships (e.g., employee-of, student-of, advisor-o)
between people profiled on the web.
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3.4 Applications of sentiment analysis

Sentiment analysis experiments in the natural language processing field tend to need human-
wrien text that contains opinions. ere are bodies of research working on product reviews
(as onemight find on Amazon, for example); movie reviews (as on IMDB or Roen Tomatoes);
investor sentiment; political sentiment; and, of course, opinionated tweets on Twier. Each
of these application domains is reviewed in turn.

3.4.1 Product reviews

Product reviews are inherently opinionated, and tend to contain both subjective and objective
language, and thus are reasonably challenging and useful to analyze. In particular, reviewers
oen tend to mention specific aspects of the product they are reviewing and the sentiments
they associate with such aspects; a reviewer of a particular cell phonemight like its baery life
but dislike its screen, for example, and might state so in a single sentence. A system that can
extract these product aspects and the sentiments associatedwith them, rather than classifying
whole sentences or whole reviews as positive or negative (an interesting and useful task in
itsel) could be reasonably described as having a primitive Turing-like understanding of the
text.

Analyzing sentiments in product reviews is a useful task. Ghose and Ipeirotis (2011) dis-
cuss abstractly why product reviews are useful, while Archak et al. (2007) describe how re-
views impact pricing power of an item. Pang and Lee (2008) offer (among many other contri-
butions) a survey of research on why product reviews are useful, and also enumerate several
compelling commercial applications of sentiment analysis.

Various natural language processing applications have been created that seek to identify
sentiment(s) expressed in product reviews.

Reviews that appear on Amazon have been used in some interesting ways. Hu and Liu
(2004) annotated one of the first sets of Amazon data and then created a system to try to pre-
dict aspect-specific sentiments expressed in the data (although they simplified their evalua-
tion somewhat by considering only whether their system could predict the majority opinion
in a sentence; this is discussed in greater detail in Section 7.2). Pontiki et al. (2014) describe
a shared SemEval-2014 challenge in which participants seek to identify aspects of laptops
and restaurants in unlabelled sentences and identify opinions about aspects that have been
tagged. Opinions about aspects of products as stated in Amazon reviews were analyzed by
Blitzer et al. (2007), using reviews of books, DVDs, electronics, kitchen appliances; impres-
sive domain adaptation results were achieved. eir key observation is that positive domain-
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specific terminology tends to correlate highly with words like “excellent” and has lile or no
correlation with “awful”; a property that seems to hold true across domains. ey then try to
align domain-specific terms across domains, much like one might try to align corresponding
terms in two different languages in a machine translation system. Ghose and Ipeirotis (2007)
experimented with Amazon reviews, but collected them ad-hoc, making the work difficult to
compare to others’. Notwithstanding, their work aims to rank the subjectivity of reviews, and
has a human survey about whether reviews are informative and/or whether they influenced
readers’ decisions. e system predicts the usefulness of reviews. Ding et al. (2008) created
a system called Opinion Observer that tries to look beyond the mere presence of opinion-
bearing words; they try to solve the problems associated with contextual opinion words (one
person might like his or her phone to be small and their car big, while another might prefer
a big phablet1 and a small sporty car), negation, and idioms. e system works on Amazon
product reviews and is based on manually defined linguistic rules. Popescu and Etzioni (2007)
work with data of Hu and Liu (2004), performing a similar task. eir OPINE unsupervised
information extraction system identifies product aspects, opinions relating to aspects, and
determines the polarity of opinions; and they also rank opinions based on strength. eirs is
a rule-based approach (based on parse trees) that uses point-wise mutual information (PMI)
relative to a general-purpose web corpus to find domain-specific terms. Scaffidi et al. (2007)
predict review scores (on a one- to five-star system) of Amazon reviews, a document-level
task that at least tries to learn some gradation of opinions. Finally, Kim et al. (2006) seek to
classify reviews according to their helpfulness, using Amazon reviews and SVM classifiers.
is task is not one of assessing sentiment, per se; and the work itself relies largely on a
bag-of-words approach plus the length of the review.

Various researchers have tackled the task of finding aspect-specific sentiments expressed
in text. Nasukawa and Yi (2003) extract aspect-opinion pairs at the sentence level frommixed
web pages, camera reviews, and news articles. ey manually create a lexicon of sentiment
expressions and some associated simple semantic frames (whether a term takes an object or
has a subject), then use dependency parsing and use simple rules to look for instances of the
contents of their lexicon. Titov and McDonald (2008a) identify product aspects in reviews
and then match tokens from the reviews’ sentences that correspond to each product aspect;
they use latent discourse analysis (LDA). e resulting system is somewhat limited in that it
extracts exactly three aspects per product type; it is a clever clustering model with a high-
pass filter, in essence. e nominally sentiment-bearing words extracted that relate to each
aspect are dubious. e same researchers also detail similar work trying to extract rateable
1A portmanteau of phone and tablet; a very large smartphone.
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aspects of objects using hotel review data (Titov andMcDonald, 2008b). Jo and Oh (2011) take
an approach to aspect-specific sentiment extraction that uses LDA and a generative model
that does not perform as well as supervised models, but also doesn’t need sentiment-bearing
words to be labelled in the input data. ey work with reviews of restaurants and electronic
devices. Jin et al. (2009) created a system that uses lexical hidden Markov models (claimed
to be neither statistical nor rules-based, though it expressly uses a great number of rules and
heuristics, and so seems to be largely the laer) to extract and summarize aspect-specific
opinions from product reviews of cameras. eir handling of negation is rules-based. ey
use synonyms and antonyms to augment their training set of product aspects; they search
for clauses matching similar paerns with synonyms substituted, for example. ey also use
regular expressions to group numbers and product part numbers. e main task seems to
use only part-of-speech tags. Finding topics and associated opinions, a task not unlike that
of aspect-specific sentiment extraction, is pursued by Mei et al. (2007) on a set of review-
like opinionated text concerning laptops, movies, universities, airlines, and cities gathered
from a blog information retrieval system called Opinmind. In the process, they learn the
language of product aspects, although this seems to be more of a by-product than a goal of
theirs. ey model how topic-sentiment pairs change over time. Nigam and Hurst (2004) use
a document-level classifier to classify sentences in product reviews, with the goal of extract-
ing strongly opinionated and topical sentences; interestingly, however, their system seems
to extract mostly aspect-specific sentences. eir precision was impressive but their system
suffered from poor recall (43% recall for positive sentences, and 16% recall for negative sen-
tences). Glance et al. (2005) detail a case study of extracting product aspect-sentiment pairs
from online message boards to generate marketing intelligence summaries. Brody and El-
hadad (2010) use unsupervised methods to mine aspects and sentiments for restaurants and
netbooks. Interestingly, they found that the extracted aspects were more representative than
a manually-constructed list on the same data, avoiding problems of over-generalization or
over-representation (being too granular or too fine-grained in combining similar aspects).
On the other hand, their ranking of sentiment adjectives includes a ranking of ethnicities
of food, which could be criticized; according to their system, the word Mexican as it applies
to cuisine is inherently beer than Cuban (i.e., the very word Mexican has a more positive
orientation than Cuban), which seems specious. e work of Dave et al. (2003) tries to be
aspect-specific, first mining the product aspect and then the opinion polarities of each as-
pect; in practice, the only experiment in which they have reasonable results is classifying the
polarity of the review (i.e., at the document level), whereas their other experiments appear
somewhat ineffective, by their admission (for example, “camera” being a top aspect and one
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with an inherently positive orientation; both of these inferences are clearly false). ey work
with CNet and Amazon reviews. ey do note that working with individual sentences caused
some problems due to noise and ambiguity. Gamon et al. (2005) mine topics and sentiment
orientations in car reviews (900 000 sentences total) using clustering techniques to mine, in
a simple manner, unigrams mentioned in positive and negative contexts for different makes
and models of cars. While this does extract aspect-specific sentiments (VW Golfs have poor
“service” and very good “handling”, in an example provided), there is no effort to go beyond
clustering, so non-sentiment words like “feel” and “lot” are also tagged as prominent aspects
with positive sentiment.

ere are a few efforts to simply classify reviews as positive or negative, with no partic-
ular aempt to find product aspects. Morinaga et al. (2002) gather product reviews using a
search engine and use linguistic rules to try to classify the reviews as positive/neutral/nega-
tive (with no aempt to extract aspects). Cui et al. (2006) classify product reviews as positive
or negative, ignoring aspects entirely. Usefully, however, they find that using trigram fea-
tures offers beer performance than unigrams or bigrams. ey note that parse trees and
part-of-speech features did not improve their results noticeably. A system to predict the sen-
timent (on a scale of one to five) of TripAdvisor hotel reviews is offered by Wachsmuth et al.
(2014). ese authors use argumentation structure (a particular form of discourse structure,
wherein an argument might begin with background, then offer a statement, followed by one
or more sections of elaboration, perhaps followed by some comparative contrasting state-
ments). ey evaluate their work on movie reviews, too. e authors make a compelling
argument about how beer sentiment analysis systems provide explainability: inferring how
the user picked the final hotel rating, rather than just guessing it from a bag of words. eir
results were roughly on par with other simpler work on the same data.

Other work aims only to separate the opinionated text in reviews from the objective text.
Morinaga et al. (2002) created a rules-based system to classify statements as being opinionated
(and the opinion orientation, positive or negative) or neutral, with the goal of determining
products’ reputations. Jindal and Liu (2006) classify whether sentences are comparative or
not (a more fine-grained distinction than merely opinionated versus objective).

By contrast, there has been some work that seeks only to identify product aspects, and in
some cases, hierarchies thereof. A process of learning a hierarchy of aspects of a single prod-
uct (building a hierarchical aspect ontology where lower levels in the ontology are increas-
ingly fine-grained) is described by Wei and Gulla (2010). For example, their work might try
to determine that a car has stereo; a car stereo has a screen; and such a screen has brightness
and resolution. Zhang et al. (2010) seek to extract product aspects (though not sentiments)
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from online consumer-wrien reviews of cars and maresses and online discussion forum
posts about phones and LCD screens. ey use certain phrase and sentence paerns. Su
et al. (2006) detail work that, given a set of predefined product aspects, finds other implicit
references to those features, using point-wise mutual information (a technique that tries to
measure how oen two things appear together compared to how oen they appear sepa-
rately). Experiments to identify the “pro and con” reasons that underlie product reviews is
described by Kim and Hovy (2006a). e authors use a maximum entropy model (with 66%
precision and 76% recall) to classify opinions. is could implicitly identify some mentions
of aspects, even though finding aspects is not their stated goal. Zhan et al. (2009) use extrac-
tive summarization to group phrases mentioning product aspects; in many ways, this is a
different way of geing to a similar goal of extracting aspects and sometimes aspect-specific
sentiments.

Some emerging technologies have been applied to the task of analyzing sentiments ex-
pressed in reviews. For example, Li et al. (2010a) apply “skip tree” conditional random fields
(CRF) to both movie reviews and product reviews. e authors conclude that skip tree CRF
seems beer than rule-based, lexicon-based, hidden Markov model, and maximum entropy
approaches; puzzlingly, they didn’t mention Naïve Bayes nor support vector machines, two
very common solutions.

ere is some fascinating and creative work on the fringes of the work that analyzes
sentiment in product reviews. Rohrdantz et al. (2012) analyze customer feedback (that one
might gather in an online chat with warranty/service personnel, for example) looking for text
that contains the most sentiment, reckoning that analysts could synthesize such information
en masse to detect common issues that would need to be addressed to maintain a brand’s
reputation. In a roundabout manner, this is aspect-based sentiment classification. Although
not analyzing product reviews per se, Mostafa (2013) aims to mine social media for brand
sentiment. Similarly, Ghiassi et al. (2013) mine Twier for brand sentiment using n-grams
and neural networks. (It is worth noting that I try to explicitly exclude brand sentiment in
trying to find aspect-specific sentiments.) Tangential work by Jindal and Liu (2007) proposes
three separate categories of review spam: false opinions, reviews on brands only (rather than
specific products of that brand), and non-reviews (advertisements for the same product or
for a competing product; users’ questions about the product; or random text). Later, Jindal
and Liu (2008) take the work a bit further, trying to classify a large number of reviews and
reviewers on Amazon. Similarly, some work on “opinion searching” appears in work by Liu
et al. (2006), wherein the authors perform searches in a corpus of opinionated text about
specific aspects of a specific product; in essence, an information extraction task where the
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end goal is aspect-related sentiments. ey use only comparative reviews, where two or
more products are evaluated against each other in the same sentence.

Finally, a survey paper discussing sentiment detection and opinion summarization in re-
views that compares results on four opinion data sets (though not one on which I test my
method) is offered by Tang et al. (2009).

3.4.2 Movie reviews

Movie reviews present an interesting challenge, in that a typical review discusses aspects of
the plot, technical aspects of the given movie (cinematography, score, and so on), and aspects
of the persons involved in the film (individual actors, the director, etc.). A compelling system
working with movie reviews would thus be able to distinguish these categories so that, for
example, the bigram Tom Tykwer (a film director) is not learned to be an inherent indicator
of a positive review.

Aswith product reviews, most of thework in analyzing the sentiments expressed inmovie
reviews tries to classify the documents (the reviews themselves) as positive or negative, rather
than trying to identify aspect-specific sentiments. Pang et al. (2002) presented some of the
first notable work in the field, classifying the sentiment of entire movie reviews (i.e., at the
document level) using Naïve Bayes, maximum entropy, and SVM classifiers. Ng et al. (2006)
classify the polarity of movie reviews. ey make a notable contribution in their approach to
feature selection, demonstrating that adding bigrams, trigrams, dependency relations, and the
polarity of adjectives – while discarding objective phrases – influences results. Goldberg and
Zhu (2006) apply a semi-supervised approach to sentiment categorization of movie reviews.
Kennedy and Inkpen (2006) use term counting with synonyms, negations, intensifiers, and
diminishers to classify movie reviews, then combine these as features in a SVM classifier
for beer results. Martineau et al. (2009) use a bag-of-words system and SVM classifiers for
doing document-level sentiment analysis of movie reviews; subjectivity detection in movie
reviews; and, parenthetically, for analyzing USCongress debates to classifywhether a speaker
agrees with or disagrees with a bill under consideration. ey use a variation of TFIDF (term
frequency/inverse document frequency, a relative measure of how oen a particular word
or phrase is used in various documents) to upweight sentiment words, which the authors
argue are usually infrequent in any given document that they analyzed, despite being used
frequently across each corpus with which they worked.

Experiments in identifying aspect-specific sentiments expressed in movie reviews are few
and far between. Zhuang et al. (2006) argue that mining movie reviews is more challenging
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than mining product reviews because individual actors and directors are named; this is not
well-supported. Nonetheless, they extract aspect-sentiment pairs, where aspects are defined
as elements (screenplay, music, lighting) and people (actors, directors). ey manually cre-
ate an ontology of movie aspects using high-frequency terms (so that if “story”, “script”, or
“screenplay” appears in the review, it is associated with a “screenplay” class). us, the salient
part of their work is aaching sentiment words to aspects that are extracted by simple rules.
e work of Mei et al. (2007), mentioned in the previous section, finds topics and associated
opinions in movie reviews (among other corpora), a task not unlike that of aspect-specific
sentiment extraction.

3.4.3 Other application domains

Product reviews andmovie reviews seem to be the two fields where there is a reasonable body
of work in trying to identify aspect-specific sentiments. More general sentiment analysis
techniques have been applied to other fields as well.

Investor sentiment

A wealth of research seeks to mine the web for sentiments (or changes therein) related to
companies and stocks. ere seem to be a lot of infrequently-cited singleton papers in this
field; perhaps the authors are all now wildly wealthy. As an example, Das et al. (2001) mined
sentiment on stock message boards using five voting SVM classifiers. Ultimately, however,
they find that the sentiment they mine correlates beer to sector indices than stocks them-
selves.

Political discourse

Major elections in the last several years have spawned papers mining sentiment on Twier
(posited as an alternative to polling); such papers go beyond merely counting mentions of
politicians and parties, and consider only opinions expressed about those running for election,
counting positive and negative mentions to try to predict election results. Sang and Bos
(2012) tried to predict the results of a federal election in 2011 in the Netherlands. ey took
reasonable efforts to normalize their (rather noisy) Twier data and created a reasonably
large annotated collection of Dutch political tweets (annotated as negative or non-negative).
Sadly, they chose to discard tweets that mentioned multiple parties; those could have been
useful for something more similar to aspect-based sentiment analysis. eir work, in the end,
merely counted their annotated tweets and used that ratio, compared to polls at the time, as an
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adjustment factor to be applied to the number of tweets that subsequently mentioned political
parties. O’Connor et al. (2010) analyzed political opinion in the United States, but merely
counted positive and negative words in order to predict tweets’ sentiments. Calais Guerra
et al. (2011) analyzed the 2010 election in Brazil, and take an interesting approach, trying to
estimate the bias expressed by Twier users, which they argue can be more useful to predict
election results than simple sentiment analysis techniques. ey analyze many tweets per
user and try tomodel users’ opinions, which also alleviates the problems encountered in some
other work of having aggregated results skewed by some strongly opinionated users tweeting
more frequently than others. Skoric et al. (2012) analyzed the 2011 election in Singapore, but
their work, like many other efforts to predict elections from tweets, merely counts mentions
of parties and candidates, which barely constitutes sentiment analysis. A recent review paper
covering Twier mining to predict elections is offered by Gayo-Avello (2013).

Some work has been pursued in which the goal is to predict the political affiliation of
people by analyzing their social media feeds. Pla and Hurtado (2014) aim to classify Twier
users as right-wing, centrist, or le-wing by using a natural language pipeline built around
lexicons. Deeper work is presented by Paul et al. (2010), who use topic-aspect modelling (in-
troduced by Paul and Girju (2010), and similar to latent Dirichlet allocation, a more common
method for topic modelling) to extract phrasal summaries of reasons given for political opin-
ions; for example, being against single-payer health care because of “too much government”.
is work takes an interesting approach, but many of the extracted phrases are not inher-
ently opinionated (being in favour of single-payer health care because, say, “my kids have no
healthcare”, an objective statement).

Social media

Sentiment analysis has been performed on blogs, Twier (for purposes beyond elections,
discussed previously), and online discussion forums. is work is not closely related to the
task of aspect-based sentiment analysis, but some useful techniques could be gleaned from
such work.

Blogs tend to offer relatively well-wrien text that may be replete with opinions. Ku
et al. (2006) mine news articles and blog postings about animal cloning then try to extract
opinionated sentences to assess, over time, to what degree a particular author is supportive
or non-supportive.

Twier is a favourite source for text for sentiment analysis tasks, despite the small size of
the individual messages and the periodically poor spelling and grammar that might infiltrate
the data. Pak and Paroubek (2010) approach sentiment mining on Twier as a problem that
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can be solved at data collection time, collecting data that contain happy or sad emoticons
(corresponding to positive and negative tweets). ey make some linguistic observations by
comparing parts-of-speech in objective tweets compared to positive and negative tweets. Fi-
nally, they build a sentiment classifier that uses n-gram features. Go et al. (2009) pursue a
tweet classification task that predicts whether tweets on a given topic (or about a particular
product) are positive or negative, trying a few different machine learning classifiers in the
process. ey also use emoticons as a basis for determining positive versus negative. Agar-
wal et al. (2011) classify tweets as positive, negative, or neutral by representing tweets as
trees (that are similar to parse trees in practice) and use these trees as features in a support
vector machine classifier. elwall et al. (2011) try to measure sentiment strength in tweets
that concern current news events. ey characterize how sentiment orientation and strength
tend to change as current events unfold. Mohammad et al. (2013) use support vector machine
classifiers to classify the sentiment of tweets (and SMS texts) as well as the sentiment of terms
within such messages, a more complex task. ey also created a large word-sentiment lexi-
con in the process. Liu et al. (2013a) and Liu et al. (2013b) mine sentiment on Twier using
co-training and support vector machines. ere are also a plethora of papers claiming to
mine Twier for sentiment by mere term counting (e.g., Tumasjan et al. (2010)). ese are
not of particular interest, as there is an argument to be made that these are neither sentiment
analyses nor natural language processing. ere are criticisms of the predictive power of
sentiment mining on Twier (e.g., Gayo-Avello et al. (2011), Chung and Mustafaraj (2011),
Metaxas et al. (2011)). Chief criticisms are sample bias, the use of Twier by political par-
ties and advocacy groups (and the associated problem of tweets that are not factual or not
trustworthy), and lack of statistical significance testing in existing work.

Online forums are occasionally examined with sentiment analysis systems (although are
generally used more frequently by NLP folks interested in discourse analysis). Biyani et al.
(2013) use co-training to identify sentiment on an online healthcare-related community.

ere is even occasionally overlap between sentiment analysis of social media and other
NLP tasks; as an example, Kim and Hovy (2004) perform a sentiment-driven search task,
finding people who hold opinions about a given topic, and trying to classify those stated
opinions as positive or negative. is bridges the divide between information retrieval and
sentiment analysis.
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3.5 Learning subjective language

Applications that seek to mine the sentiment of text are, to some degree, built upon earlier
work that investigated the fundamental nature of subjective language.

ere has been notable work in trying to infer and observe the nature of subjective lan-
guage through corpus analysis. A decade ago, Wiebe et al. (2004) sought to learn subjective
language from a Wall Street Journal (WSJ) corpus annotated for opinion pieces and non-
opinion pieces, plus a small set of WSJ and newsgroup data annotated at the phrase level.
eir work focused on learning using collocations and distributional similarity, and they
used a bootstrapping algorithm not dissimilar to co-training. Hatzivassiloglou and McKe-
own (1997) use a log-linear regression model to cluster and classify positive and negative
adjectives, with fairly impressive results (using pairs of conjunct adjectives to infer seman-
tic orientation). Wiebe (2000) takes the work a bit further, performing a classification ex-
periment on the data with some extra semantic features thrown in for good measure. Hu
and Liu (2004) perform a similar review mining and summarization task. Riloff et al. (2003)
learn subjective nouns by bootstrapping using extraction paerns and then classifying fur-
ther nouns using Naïve Bayes. Riloff and Wiebe (2003) learn such extraction paerns using a
co-training-like algorithm, while Wiebe and Riloff (2005) go a bit further by trying to classify
sentences as subjective or objective using extraction paerns and only non-annotated text.
Choi and Cardie (2005) use extraction paerns to find the “source” of opinions (the opinion
bearer and/or the third party reporting about the sentiment). e feature subsumption work
of Riloff et al. (2006) is somewhat similar to the extraction paern/dependency tree idea that
inspired some work in this dissertation. Turney and Liman (2003) learn the semantic ori-
entation and strength of words by measuring occurrences near known positive and negative
words. Taboada et al. (2011) investigate lexical aspects of opinion, including adjectives/ad-
verbs, negation and intensification. ey consider opinions on a -5 to +5 scale. ey build a
lexicon and test their work on a corpus of opinions.

Some work goes beyond trying to learn the language of sentiment, and seeks to infer
the language of aspects or opinion holders. Choi et al. (2006) jointly extract expressions of
opinions and the sources of those opinions, as well as inferring a relation that links the two;
they borrow constraint-based approaches from operations research. Lazaridou et al. (2013)
use Bayesian modelling to simultaneously model sentiment, aspect, and discourse structure
in an unsupervised fashion.

Wilson et al. (2004) try to classify the strength of opinions stated in sentences in the
Multi-perspective estion Answering (MPQA) corpus, and take an interesting approach to
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annotator disagreement, noting that annotators agree much more frequently on the relative
ordering of annotations by strength. Taking the work further, Wilson et al. (2009) investi-
gate feature selection for neutral-versus-polar classification and use some dependency tree
features; they evaluate their work on the MPQA corpus and offer some advances in working
with polarity shiers. In a similar vein, Kim and Hovy (2006c) use trees to identify opinions,
orientation, and opinion holders; detecting opinion-bearing words using the MPQA corpus.

Wiebe and Cardie (2005) detail a corpus sentiment annotation task. ey describe in
excellent detail the frames and linguistic structures in which opinion can reside.

A pros-and-cons approach to classifying sentiment is offered by Hu and Liu (2004) and
by Liu et al. (2005). Later work by Liu (2010) deals in depth with the language and sentence
structure used to express opinion. Sokolova and Lapalme (2011) investigate how words that
are not normally emotionally charged (e.g., tall, oen) can be used to predict opinions con-
textually in product reviews.

3.6 Standing on the shoulders of giants

Having reviewed literature on sentiment identification, is seems supportable that one might
be able to use product review data (as it contains opinionated and non-opinionated text) to do
aspect-specific sentiment extraction (rather than just sentence- or document-level sentiment
classification); use machine learning to perform said sentiment extraction; and perhaps even
choose a support vector machine (SVM) classifier to do so. Such a technique might, at first
glance, seem to be entirely statistical and not linguistic; but, in fact, a plethora of work into
the nature of subjective language can inform such an approach. ese tenets seem to offer a
plausible beginning for an interesting experiment.
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e aspect-specific sentiment problem

is thesis tackles the problem of aspect-based sentiment analysis: figuring out what partic-
ular aspects of a product a writer mentions and what positive or negative opinions (if any)
he or she might be expressing about such aspects.

For example, consider the sentence:

I lovemy new iPhone because of its amazing screen but the baery is barely sufficient
to get me through the day.

ere are three sentiments expressed in this sentence:

• a positive sentiment about the iPhone itself;

• a positive sentiment about the screen; and

• a negative sentiment about the baery or baery life.

e screen and the baery life are two aspects of the product iPhone. I seek to automati-
cally annotate these two aspects in such a sentence and correctly infer that the writer has a
positive sentiment about the screen and a negative sentiment about the baery life, without
being confused by the positive sentiment about the phone itself. (Perhaps a very simple nat-
ural language processing system might see that baery and love appear in the same sentence,
and infer that the writer has a positive opinion of the baery life; avoiding such incorrect
inferences is a challenge of doing aspect-based sentiment analysis well.)

is work tries to take advantage of unlabelled data to find these aspects, rather than
using only human-annotated data; the former is much cheaper and easier to procure, and is
more readily available.

29
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e co-training algorithm developed to do this aspect-specific sentiment analysis is one
that offers high precision: that is, it is highly likely to get its predictions correct, at the expense
of making fewer predictions (or, put more archaically: it makes sins of omission, but few sins
of commission). High precision matches a naïve intuition of “correctness” fairly well; and
high-precision, lower-recall systems can be combined in ensemble learning to create powerful
voting systems like IBM’s Watson.

While sentiment classification of text has been aempted computationally for roughly
twenty years now (see Section 3.4), aspect-specific sentiment identification is a newer task in
natural language processing that is undergoing active research at present (e.g., as part of the
SemEval-2014 competition, wherein there was a shared task called Aspect Based Sentiment
Analysis1 that aracted 126 valid submissions from 31 teams).

Co-training, similarly, has been used for various tasks since 1998 (see Section 3.3), but has
never, to my knowledge, been applied to the task of aspect-specific sentiment extraction.

Aspect-based sentiment extraction is an inherently useful pursuit. It is a step towards
having computers understand the nuance of language; and, more practically, it can be used
to compare two or more products based on their aspects. For example, a particular consumer
shopping on a large online retailer might be interested in phones that only have oversized
screens so as to replace a tablet; while another consumer might be much more interested
in a compact phone that fits in a child’s hands (one that has a small screen). A phone with
a small screen might receive a poor overall review from the former consumer, since it is a
poor match for his/her needs, and the laer consumer would be disserved by a set of poor
reviews for a phone that fits his or her needs well. Current online retailing sites tend to
only have one overall numeric score for a given product; whereas if a largely complete set
of product aspects and aggregated aspect-specific ratings were available, a consumer could
beer select appropriate products. (An alternative would be for such sites to force their users
to rate products on all their aspects, like filling out a report card, which would presumably
be time-consuming and irritating for those contributing reviews.)

Reviews wrien by casual consumers are now prevalent and widely available, and yet
lile such data has been annotated for machine learning research (as to do so is costly and
difficult; humans are poor at producing annotations upon which they can agree). Co-training
seems to be one of the few techniques that can take advantage of unlabelled data to perform
tasks that might otherwise be beer suited to supervised machine learning. Aspect-specific
sentiment extraction seems to be well-suited to supervised machine learning, so it may follow
1A description of the Aspect Based Sentiment Analysis SemEval-2014 task is available at http://alt.qcri.org/
semeval2014/task4/

http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2014/task4/
http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2014/task4/
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that using co-training to do aspect-based sentiment extraction on product reviews might be
a productive pairing.
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Data selection and preprocessing

e soware developed for this dissertation identifies aspect-specific opinions in text. Two
data sets were used: a set of product reviews from Amazon, and a set of restaurant and laptop
reviews used in a SemEval-2014 competition. A brief description of these data is offered along
with a rationale for using them.

It was necessary to process the data somewhat before experimentation; the preprocessing
steps are also described herein, largely for repeatability.

Finally, a healthy criticism of the data is offered; as with any human-classified data, there
are errors and other phenomena therein that could reasonably construe a performance ceiling
for machine classification.

5.1 Selecting useful & usable data for experimentation

ere does not appear to be a universally-accepted set of metrics for evaluating the quality
of a data set for natural language processing applications.1 It’s difficult to select an ideal data
set when there is no agreement on what constitutes a good data set.

Accordingly, I chose (and applied) two criteria for evaluating possible data sets for exper-
imentation:

• Is the data set useful?

• Is the data set usable?
1Luminaries in the field seem to have informal opinions on which data sets are good or bad, but there seem
to be no published editorials on the maer. Passionate discussions on the saliency of data sets do pop up on
Corpora-List (http://www.hit.uib.no/corpora/), a vibrant discussion group about corpora for NLP applications.
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Useful is taken to mean a data set that, should the experiments be successful, could tell
us something interesting about how language works; could have an obvious and plausible
application in the real world; and one that approximates normal2 human writing (as opposed
to, say, structured writing like medical records or survey cards).

Usable is taken to mean a data set that is annotated for the task at hand (namely: aspect-
specific sentiment), and is tagged at a sufficiently fine-grained level of detail; one that is
freely available (making it easy for me to use and also making it trivial for others to try
to reproduce my work if they so choose); one on which others have aempted sentiment-
extraction tasks (so as to have a standard against which to compare results); one that has a
good mix of opinionated and objective sentences; is sufficiently large; does not have such
obviously stated sentiments so as to be banal; and, on the other hand, is not so informal and
full of misspellings, emoticons, and other challenging tokens as to be unparseable.

It would also be desirable that the annotations in the data set be correct. For all but the
most trivial of annotation tasks, this is a high bar; perhaps unreasonably so. At a minimum,
a good data set is one that is produced by multiple annotators, where the agreement among
the annotators is reported, and where there is high agreement among the annotators.

Riezler (2013) makes an interesting argument about some synthetic data sets created for
natural language processing applications (including data sets where the authors of a paper
perform the annotation task): that they cause a circular/self-referential problem in the re-
search based on them, as the data themselves are created with the same general properties
and biases as, for example, the machine learning features used in a typical machine learning
application thatmight aim to classify the data. In particular, the author cites sentiment extrac-
tion tasks on Amazon product reviews and on IMDB movie reviews as being largely immune
to this property, noting that “a real-world task that is extrinsic and independent of any scientific
theory avoids any methodological circularity in data annotation and enforces an application-
based evaluation” (emphasis added). Both the Amazon reviews and the SemEval-2014 data
used in the experiments in this dissertation appear to be both extrinsic and independent in
this manner.

Finally, an ideal data set is one that has been used for other similar research tasks that
2A good counter-example is that of newspaper articles used for machine summarization experiments, where
simply taking the first paragraph – or indeed, the first two or three sentences – of the article is generally an
excellent summary. e forced structure of news articles suggests that tools that are very good at summarizing
news articles may be largely useless in summarizing other human-wrien text. Specifically: a “summarization”
tool that merely takes the first three sentences of a news article would create compelling summaries of the
articles but would have lile use on other text. In selecting a data set for the work described in this dissertation,
I had a strong desire to avoid this characteristic.
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could be used as either a baseline or a meaningful comparison for my experiments.
is final point informed my search for a good data set. I surveyed data sets used in

sentiment mining tasks in NLP papers (Section 3.4), and informally evaluated them according
to the aforementioned criteria.

I chose one data set prepared by Hu and Liu (2004) that contained five sets of product
reviews from Amazon.com. ese reviews cover five products:

• an Apex AD2600 DVD player (99 reviews containing 740 sentences)

• a Canon G3 digital camera (45 reviews containing 597 sentences)

• a Creative Labs Nomad Jukebox Zen Xtra 40GBMP3 player (95 reviews containing 1716
sentences)

• a Nikon COOLPIX 4300 digital camera (34 reviews containing 346 sentences)

• a Nokia 6610 cell phone (40 reviews containing 546 sentences)

e reviews are wrien by the general public and are not edited (nor are they obviously, in
many cases, spell checked nor proof-read). A typical review consists of a short title chosen
by the reviewer and five to ten sentences of review text. Some reviews contain bulleted lists
(i.e., a sentence consisting merely of “pros:” followed by several sentences consisting of mere
sentence fragments).

e data contain spelling errors, incorrect choice of homophones, and other such charac-
teristics as one might find in casual writing.

e data in this data set have been human annotated sentence-by-sentence. Each sentence
is tagged with zero or more product aspects (like screen size for a digital camera, or audio
quality for an MP3 player) and a corresponding sentiment orientation in the range of [-3, 3],
where a ranking of negative three suggests a very negative opinion about the aspect, and
positive three indicates a very positive sentiment about the product aspect. Aspects that are
mentioned in an objective (non-sentiment-bearing) context are not annotated. e words
in the sentence that indicate the sentiment are not annotated; and, in fact, are sometimes
challenging to identify for a human.

e annotators intended to annotate only aspect-specific sentiments in the data, so there
should be no annotations of sentiments about the products themselves. e annotators were
only partially successful in this endeavour; many product-specific sentiments appear in the
data. is of course presents two interesting real-world challenges of ignoring the noisy
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presence of product-level sentiments: those that are tagged but should not be; and those that
are not tagged.

ere are long-distance anaphora in the reviews, which means that products, product
aspects, and sentiments are sometimes not concretely expressed in a given sentence, or may
be present only by pronominal reference.

e data have been used for sentiment identification tasks in at least four other peer-
reviewed research papers.

In short, this data set appears to meet my criteria for being useful and usable.
I chose a second data set prepared originally by Ganu et al. (2009), containing restau-

rant review text from Citysearch New York, which was modified and enlarged for an aspect-
specific sentiment extraction task at SemEval-2014 (Pontiki et al., 2014). is SemEval data
set consists of sentences extracted from reviews of restaurants (3041 training sentences and
800 test sentences) and reviews of laptops of different brands (3045 training sentences and
800 test sentences). Aspects that appear in the sentence are tagged and assigned a sentiment
polarity of positive, neutral, negative, or “conflict”, the laer referring to cases where a both
positive and negative sentiments about the aspect appear in the same sentence (along the
lines of “the service was friendly but slow”). e data set contains only sentences from re-
views, not entire reviews with titles as in the Amazon data set. e data are, once again,
human-wrien by casual writers, but, subjectively, the quality of the writing appears to be
somewhat beer than in the Amazon reviews; spelling errors and instances of odd formaing
(like informally-bulleted lists) seem to be fewer in number.

As in the Amazon reviews, the sentiment-bearing words themselves are not tagged, so
it is up to the soware to determine in some other manner how and where the sentiment is
expressed in the sentence.

is particular data set offers a good basis for comparison for my approach to sentiment
extraction. e competition drew 57 submissions for the first phase of evaluation and 69 for
the second phase of evaluation.

is data set, too, appeared to meet my criteria for being both useful and usable.

5.2 Partitioning data for experimentation and testing

ere is a risk when developingmachine learning systems of creating systems that are closely
tied to the data used during development; for example, inadvertently selectingmachine learn-
ing features that model the decision-making process used by the expert annotators of the data
(Riezler, 2013). Such featuresmight carefully and tightlymodel the development data but may
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not generalize well .
Accordingly, I developed my system using only a subset of the data. I used the Apex DVD

player data during development; it was the median-sized set among the five products’ data
annotated by Hu and Liu (2004).

e support vector machine classifiers I selected have two parameters that need to be
tuned (C and γ, which are explained in detail in Section 6.3.4). Tuning these parameters
on all data tends to lead to overfiing, where the learned model accurately represents the
training data but does not generalize well to data that have not been seen, such as testing
data. Accordingly, for SVM tuning, I partitioned the data. I used the first 20% of each of the
five data sets from the data sets prepared by Hu and Liu (2004) and took a logarithmic mean
of the best C and γ parameters achieved on a coarse grid search over each such development
set.

For training and testing the system on the Hu and Liu data, I used fivefold cross validation
or used different products for training, co-training and testing phases.

e SemEval-2014 data were made available only aer all my experiments on the Hu and
Liu data were complete, and so were not used as development data; they constitute purely
training and test data, as they were completely unseen as the experiments were developed.
While these data were made available partitioned into development, training, and test sets, I
eschewed the development data entirely (as it was rather small; and since I re-used the same
C and γ learned from the Hu and Liu data, there was no particular benefit in using it), and
used only the training and test data.

In the co-training experiments with the SemEval-2014 data, I divided the training data
sets in two: one for the initial seed, and one to be considered unlabelled data for co-training.

5.3 Tokenizing the text

eAmazon data set was tokenized by its authors at time of creation, which is both a blessing
and a curse. It makes different research on the same data set more comparable (as authors
of conference papers tend to omit basic details about how they tokenized their text, which
can impact what counts as a word/token, which in turn influences token-level classification
tasks); on the other hand, there are some unfortunate tokenization properties. e SemEval-
2014 Task 4 data, on the other hand, were not tokenized; tokenization is undertaken by my
system.

ere are several notable characteristics of the tokenization of these data sets.
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5.3.1 Amazon review data

e Amazon data comes pre-tokenized. For example, contractions in the data have already
been split into their constituent words, as in:

play[-2], disc[-2] wo n’t play a lot of discs .

player[-3][p] who knows how many uses you ’ll get out of it before it craps out ,
but it probably will .

Note too that punctuation is clearly separated by spaces, which is convenient.
Capitalization has been removed from the data set, which makes the task a bit harder; it’s

less certain, for example, whether an instance of the word “canon” refers to the camera brand,
the military weapon, or religious law; whereas, capitalized when not appearing as the first
word in a sentence, one might be able to beer conclude that it is the camera brand sense. I
made no effort to reconstruct the capitalization.

Hyphenation is inconsistent, which is a shame. While, in general, hyphens and double
hyphens are surrounded with spaces, this is not always the case, as in the following two
examples:

[no aspects] i purchased this as a christmas gi on 12-4 - 03 .

picture[-3] it worked from 12-26 to 1-9 at which time the picture failed completely
( see other negative reviews-my unit was n’t the only one this happened to .

However, for consistency, I le such tokenization errors as-is. In the laer example, the
tokenization tools in the Stanford CoreNLP package (as described in section 5.4) were able to
separate reviews - my into three separate tokens. e Amazon data is in effect tokenized both
by its authors and by the Stanford CoreNLP tokenizer; the laer provides some consistency
with the tokenization of the SemEval-2014 data and can correct some minor tokenization
errors that are present in the data.

5.3.2 SemEval-2014 data

e SemEval data do not come pre-tokenized as did the Amazon review data. For example:
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<sentence id="337">
<text>However, the multi-touch gestures and large tracking area make having an

external mouse unnecessary (unless you're gaming).</text>
<aspectTerms>

<aspectTerm term="multi-touch gestures" polarity="positive" from="13" to="33"/>
<aspectTerm term="tracking area" polarity="positive" from="44" to="57"/>
<aspectTerm term="external mouse" polarity="neutral" from="73" to="87"/>
<aspectTerm term="gaming" polarity="neutral" from="115" to="121"/>

</aspectTerms>
</sentence>

Note that the contraction you’re should be manually tokenized into two tokens; that the
two parentheses need to be considered separately from the tokens to which they are adjacent;
and that the final period needs to be separated from the closing parenthesis that precedes it.
As with the Amazon review data, hyphenation in the SemEval-2014 data is rather arbitrary
and is similarly cleaned up during tokenization.

Although not specifically related to tokenization, it may be worth pointing out that the
aspects are tagged in the XML representation, along with the initial and final character posi-
tions (the from and to aributes) of the surface form of the aribute. is would have been
nice to have in the Hu and Liu data.

For my experiments, the SemEval-2014 data were tokenized using the Stanford CoreNLP
tools, which in effect yields sentences that are tokenized much like the pre-tokenized Ama-
zon data. As the SemEval-2014 data and Amazon review data were used in independent
experiments, there was no particular effort made to make the tokenization perfectly consis-
tent between the two data sets; though, since they both pass through the Stanford CoreNLP
tokenizer, the output is similar in both cases.

5.4 Preprocessing the sentences

Once the sentences in the data set were tokenized, further preprocessing was minimal.
I parsed the sentences with a Stanford CoreNLP 3.3.1 pipeline (Manning et al., 2014). e

pipeline I chose consists of the following steps:

• tokenize: separate the sentence (a single string input) into tokenswherewhitespace
or punctuation occurs

• ssplit: split the sentence (as it appears in the source data, in which sentences almost
always appear one at a time) into sentences; in almost all cases, this is effectively a non-
operation, and was performed solely in case there were instances where the parser
thought that an input sentence was in fact multiple sentences
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• pos: tag each token with its predicted part of speech using a tagger built on both a
maximum entropy model (Toutanova and Manning, 2000) and on a cyclic dependency
network (Toutanova et al., 2003), which is a form of maximum entropy model that
considers text sequences both le-to-right and right-to-le

• lemma: lemmatize each word (non-destructively)

• ner: flag each token that is predicted to be a location, person, or organization, im-
plemented by Finkel et al. (2005) using conditional random fields and some extra tech-
niques to incorporate information about long-distance dependencies in the sentence

• truecase: predict whether, in perfect writing, a given token would normally have
an initial capital leer (though it appears that this particular module may have been
trained on news corpora or the like; it seems largely ineffective herein)

• parse: parse the sentence into both syntactic and semantic dependency trees us-
ing the English lexicalized partial context-free grammar (PCFG) syntactic parser im-
plemented by Klein and Manning (2003) and the dependency parser implemented by
De Marneffe et al. (2006)

• dcoref: try to resolve coreferences; that is, try to link any pronouns in the sen-
tence to the nouns to which they refer, using a hierarchical set of models developed
by Raghunathan et al. (2010) and Lee et al. (2011), combined with a rules-based system
contributed by Lee et al. (2013)

Aer all this sentence processing, a fairly rich representation of the sentence is available
for further analysis.

e Stanford CoreNLP tools offer very good performance. For example, Socher et al.
(2013) noted that the current incarnation of the Stanford parser achieves an impressive F1

score of 0.904; they compare the Stanford parser to several other commonly-used parsers,
and conclude that its performance exceeds that of the previous Stanford partial context-free
grammar parser; the Collins parser; the Berkeley parser; and scoring only very slightly lower
than the Charniak parser (which achieved an F1 score 0.006 higher). Furthermore, the ability
of the Stanford tools to do named entity recognition, correct capital leers, and resolve co-
referencesmade it useful for more thanmere parsing; being able to use a single tool tomanage
the majority of the pre-processing work was advantageous.

While the Stanford parser is rather well-regarded and offers fairly impressive perfor-
mance, it is not perfect. One of its key proponents argues that, for example, while its part-of-
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speech tagging is very impressive at 97.3% token accuracy (as of 2011), it offers a mere 56%
sentence accuracy, and further improvements using supervised or semi-supervised learning
may be quite limited (Manning, 2011). Because I have chosen to use linguistic features, I am
subject to the constraint that all these preprocessing steps are a “best guess” by the Stanford
toolkit, and are not in fact ground truth. is could limit or alter the success of my techniques.

I noticed some obvious annotation errors in the data. In particular, despite reasonable
instructions to the contrary, some annotators in both the Amazon data and the SemEval de-
cided to annotate product-level sentiments. I removed non-aspectual (that is, product-level)
opinions in a very crude and simple manner; for each set of reviews, I assigned a single term
that represented the generic product category so as to filter out incorrectly tagged features
of the product (“dvd player”, “camera”, “player”, and “phone”, as appropriate in the Amazon
review data, and “restaurant” and “laptop” in the SemEval-2014 data). For example, if a par-
ticular sentence in the Amazon review data were tagged as “dvd player[+2]”, I chose to omit
that annotation from both the training and the testing data. is penalizes the performance
of the system I developed to some extent; but it is a more fair and realistic way of evaluating
the system’s ability to differentiate between aspects and products.

Similarly, I decided to omit the brand name of each product in the Amazon review data,
as it was known ahead of time. (is data was not easily inferred at the sentence level in
the SemEval-2014 data, though perhaps using a master list of known restaurant names and
laptop brands would have been useful.) My goal, in omiing brand names tagged as aspects
in the Amazon review data, was to discard brand and brand reputation as a product aspect:
just as it would be undesirable to consider the token “Apple” to be a positive sentiment word
just because people tend to like their iPhones, so too was it undesirable for such a brand name
to become an aspectual feature word.

I encountered no difficulties parsing the tagged aspect-sentiment pairs in the XML in
SemEval-2014 data, as the files were well-formed. On the other hand, I made extra efforts to
parse the simple syntax of the sentiment annotations in the Amazon dataset. For example,
there were cases where the square brackets used to denote the orientation of the opinion did
not conform to the specification (for example, sound quality[+2) instead of sound quality[+2]).
I developed a small set of rules to deal with all cases where the aspect parsing failed. I was
ultimately able to parse all the annotations as they were presumably intended, but this might
help or hinder comparison to others’ work on the same dataset.

I made no effort to correct spelling nor punctuation in any of the data (though such a
task, if feasible, might improve parsing quality, which would presumably in turn improve my
results).
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e Amazon review data contained review titles, which I chose to omit frommy analyses,
as they were never tagged with sentiments about product aspects. ere were no such review
titles in the SemEval-2014 data.

Finally, in the Amazon review data, I separated sentences for analysis even when they ap-
peared in the same review; while this breaks long-distance anaphoric resolution, it provided
two benefits: it made it trivial to sort sentences into roughly equally-sized bins for cross val-
idation, and it was a natural fit for evaluation, as the annotations were at the sentence level.
e SemEval-2014 data were already separated thusly; there was no concept of a review as
an atomic unit in the SemEval-2014 data, so no further effort was necessary.

5.5 Tagging aspectual and sentiment words

e SemEval-2014 data had aspects tagged explicitly, including character positions. For ex-
ample:

<text>But the staff was so horrible to us.</text>
<aspectTerms>

<aspectTerm term="staff" polarity="negative" from="8" to="13"/>
</aspectTerms>

It was thus trivial to reconcile the aspects to their surface expressions for further process-
ing, even when multi-word expressions were present. However, sentiment expressions were
not explicitly tagged (e.g., horrible in the sentence above), so it was necessary to develop a
heuristic to tag them.

It was more difficult to reconcile the product aspects with their lexical/surface forms in
the Amazon product review data. ey are not tagged at the word level, and there is no
information about where in the sentence the surface form appears; rather, they are simply
listed for a given sentence, and the aspects listed for the sentence are not always identical
to the surface form appearing in the sentence itself. Accordingly, it was useful (and perhaps
even necessary) to try to reconcile the annotations for each sentence and the words/tokens
within the sentence.

Sentences in the Amazon data set are labelled with their product aspects and correspond-
ing sentiment orientations (indicating that the writer has expressed an opinion about that
particular product feature). For example:

color[+2] silverish color really adds a special touch .

Notably, while the colo[u]r aspect is directly mentioned in the sentence, the token itself is
not tagged in the data; in no place does the data set explicitly point out that the second token
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in the sentence is a product aspect. Furthermore, there is no annotation that indicates which
word(s) indicate the positive sentiment that has been annotated; adds a special touch is one
option, though really adds a special touch and simply special could be argued as well.

Accordingly, I wrote a heuristic to tag aspect tokens (given the sentence-level aspect-
opinion tags) in the Amazon review data and tag sentiment-bearing tokens in both the Ama-
zon review data and the SemEval-2014 data.

5.5.1 Identifying product aspects in Amazon review data

I identify direct mentions of product aspects in the Amazon training data using a heuristic.
is is not ideal, but is a limitation of the data set chosen. e heuristic seems to work well
in practice.

Some aspects do not appear in the sentence exactly as extracted. Some words are slightly
different in morphology (plurals, for example), so I compare both full tokens and their lemmas
(such that if the data set has annotated the surface token qualities in the sentence as the aspect
of quality, I can reconcile the two easily). ere were particular challenges in tagging multi-
word aspects like picture quality, which appeared in several cases as quality of the pictures
and in other cases as photo quality. In the former case, I tag the tokens quality and pictures;
in the laer case I only tag the token quality, unfortunately. My simple heuristic tries to tag
all tokens in the labelled aspect, if they exist, but does not search for synonyms.

Some aspects are not mentioned explicitly at all in the sentence. I handle some indirect
mentions of aspects, wherein an adjective implicitly suggests a feature. For example, “My
car is fast” suggests that the product car has an implicit feature speed. To handle such cases,
for all tokens tagged by the Stanford parser as an adjective (JJ), comparative adjective (JJR),
or superlative adjective (JJS), I look up the first sense of the adjective in Princeton WordNet
3.1 (Fellbaum, 1998). I then examine its aribute relation(s), if any exist; these are nouns
for which the adjective expresses values (Miller, 1995). Continuing the previous example,
the first sense of fast in WordNet has an aribute relationship to the synset speed, swiness,
fastness. I tag the adjective with the first term in the aribute synset (in this example, speed).

In the data set, some of the annotated aspects are explicitly labelled as not being present
in the sentence (particularly in cases where the only lexical realization of the aspect is a
pronominal reference). I did not aempt to reconcile these cases, particularly as the anno-
tation of these pronominal references was rather inconsistent in the annotation. is would
necessarily reduce recall in the results.

From a machine classification perspective, the product aspect data is inherently skewed;
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most tokens in the sentence are not product aspects. is makes the classification task more
difficult.

ere is a final uncertainty in the data that, mercifully, rarely manifests itself. In the
SemEval-2014 data, because the character positions delineating the product aspects about
which a sentiment is expressed are made clear, it is easy to reconcile ambiguous opinions
about aspects in a given sentence; so, if an aspect is mentioned twice in a sentence, the
SemEval data make it explicitly clear (excepting annotation errors) which mention of the as-
pect is the subject of the sentiment. Not so in the Amazon data, where if an annotated aspect
appears in the sentence multiple times, it must be guessed which instance in the sentence
corresponds to the annotation. In such cases, I tag all instances of the aspect in the sentence;
this is not ideal, but is perfectly serviceable.

I thus created a usable (though somewhat imperfect) heuristic to use the sentence-level
annotations in the Amazon review data to tag individual tokens in the sentence that indicate
product aspects; and used to annotations in the SemEval-2014 data to produce similar output.

5.5.2 Identifying sentiment terms

Sentiment-bearing or opinion-conveying tokens are not explicitly annotated in any of the
data used. is is rather a shame, as it would be useful if there were some annotation to
indicate what lexical terms are used to indicate opinions. ere is perhaps interesting corpus-
based linguistic research to be pursued on that maer (beyond existing work into correlating
tokens with sentiments en masse).

Given a set of annotated product aspects in a sentence and their corresponding opinion
polarities, there appeared to be two obvious ways to try to infer where the opinions were
being expressed in the sentence:

• Use a bag of dependency relations in the sentence as features and use a classifier to
decide if the product aspect is positive or negative in its context. (For example, for a
given product aspect, its features could be the shortest dependency relation to every
other token in the sentence plus a guess as to whether each related token were positive,
negative, neutral, or an indicator of negation).

• Classify words in the sentence as being likely to bear sentiment, then use close depen-
dency relations to match the sentiment words to their corresponding product aspect
words, if any.
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I chose the laer method, largely for its similarity to the product aspect identification
task. us, I created a module that tags tokens in a sentence as being either inside or outside
opinion-bearing clauses. For example, in the following sentence, taken from the Hu and Liu
data, my system would ideally tag the token special as being a positive opinion-bearing word:

color[+2] silverish color really adds a special touch .

is sentence demonstrates the complexity of tagging sentiment words. An easy algo-
rithm would simply tag all direct modifiers of colo[u]r (e.g., “nice colour”). In this sentence,
special modifies the noun touch instead of colo[u]r, and yet it is still the key bearer of sentiment
here; if special were substituted with horrifying, for example, the polarity of the sentiment
would change. (By similar logic, if adds were replaced with takes away, the sentiment polar-
ity would change; but in this case, takes away could be beer considered a negation instead
of a sentiment word.)

e opinions annotated in the Amazon review data were given a polarity between -3
(very negative) and +3 (very positive), inclusive. No data were explicitly annotated as neutral;
rather, when a product aspect was mentioned in an objective manner (e.g., “the camera has
a viewfinder”), it was simply not annotated. I chose to classify opinions as merely positive
or negative (or -1 to +1); the annotations seemed pleasantly finely grained, but I did not see
an obvious use for that level of granularity. As a consequence, I did not consider tagging
intensifiers like very or really.

e aspect opinions annotated in the SemEval-2014 data were given polarities of negative,
positive, neutral, or “conflict”. I treated the conflict case as instances of both positive and
negative; that is, I would convert one annotation of conflict into one positive annotation and
one negative annotation. An added bonus of this approach is that, in cases where my system
was only able to identify either the positive or the negative sense of the conflict, it would at
least achieve half marks, which seems fair. ere were relatively few cases where the conflict
annotation was used. In this manner, I was able to use the same three sentiment classes
(positive, objective, negative) as in the Amazon data.

Since the sentiment-bearing words were not themselves tagged in the data, I decided to
bootstrap them from the sentiment word lexicon developed by Hu and Liu (2004) and Liu et al.
(2005); the compiled lists3 of positive and negative terms are available at Bing Liu’s website.4

I did not take any particular measures to tag only sentiment-bearing words that related to
3http://www.cs.uic.edu/~liub/FBS/opinion-lexicon-English.rar
4http://www.cs.uic.edu/~liub/FBS/sentiment-analysis.html

http://www.cs.uic.edu/~liub/FBS/opinion-lexicon-English.rar
http://www.cs.uic.edu/~liub/FBS/sentiment-analysis.html
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product aspects; I simply tagged them all and relied on a heuristic later in the pipeline to
reconcile them with product aspects.

Bootstrapping from such emotion lexicons seems to be supported in literature on the
maer. For example, in discussing extracting sentiment and emotion from text, Mohammad
(2012) posits that, while “n[-]gram features tend to be accurate, they are oen unsuitable for
use in new domains. On the other hand, affect lexicon features tend to generalize and produce
beer results than n-grams when applied to a new domain”. at is, since n-grams by their
nature are a mixture of domain-specific and language-general terms, separating the two is
a more useful approach to determining sentiment, since the sentiment lexicon is reusable in
new contexts.

e appearance of an opinion word in a sentence does not necessarily indicate that a sen-
tence is opinionated; and if the sentence happens to be opinionated, the presence of a partic-
ular opinion word gives no particular hint as to the polarity of the opinion (Liu, 2010), due
to negation5, for example. Notwithstanding, my system classifies sentiment words indepen-
dently from product aspects and other words in a given sentence, classifying only whether, at
a given token, the system believes that it is inside or outside a sentiment-bearing expression.

e opinion-bearing word data is inherently skewed; most tokens in the sentence are not
indicating opinions. is makes the classification task more difficult.

e SemEval-2014 task 4 restaurant data seems to contain more colourful, varied, and
complex negation language (e.g., “e two waitress’s (sic) looked like sucking lemons” is
tagged as a negative opinion of waitress) than either the SemEval-2014 task 4 laptop data or
the Amazon review data. Modal verbs also seemed to be used more frequently than in the
laptop data to indicate pseudo-negation (e.g., “e staff should be a bit more friendly”, where
the modal verb should implies that the staff are insufficiently friendly; this particular example
is annotated as a negative opinion of the aspect staff ). is restaurant data also contains more
cases of conflict, where both positive and negative sentiments are offered about a single aspect
in the same sentence (e.g., “e guac[amole] is fresh, yet lacking flavo[u]r…”).

5.6 Considering some performance limitations

e limitations of the data sets chosen and the choices made in pre-processing them impose
a necessary and not entirely unreasonable performance ceiling. is performance ceiling is
independent of the experiments themselves.
5e features for classifying sentiment words include a feature noting whether it is a part of a local negation
clause (as determined by the sentence parser).
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Text wrien by the general public is imperfect, and common phenomena in casual writing
can affect the performance of NLP systems. Consider, for example, that simple misspellings
can affect recall. In data such as the Amazon data used herein, where annotations are added
by typing rather than by marking them in a graphical user interface, the spellings of the an-
notations do not always match the form that appears in the annotated sentence, and since
many misspellings will be unique in a given data set, it is difficult for a system to learn and
account for all such errors. Eisenstein (2013) describes such issues admirably and considers
several approaches to adapting imperfect writing for NLP applications (e.g., domain adapta-
tion and normalization), and concludes implicitly that it seems most defensible to process the
given text as-is and accept the consequences of poor performance compared to, for example,
experimenting with newswire text.

It is inherently challenging to annotate a data set for product aspects and their associated
sentiments. Carlea (1996) proposes the kappa statistic as a measure of agreement among
multiple data annotators as one that can accommodate chance agreement, and criticizes four
other common metrics for analyzing annotator agreement on a boundary-marking task.

Sadly, no agreement measure is mentioned for the data annotation for the Amazon review
data. Hu and Liu (2004) were themselves the annotators for the Amazon data. While they
have done a commendable job, in general, they concede that the annotation task is “somewhat
subjective”, and expressed particular difficulty in some cases decidingwhether an opinionwas
present at all. ey decided to use consensus to annotate these difficult aspects of data, rather
thanmeasuring the agreement with any of the commonmetrics mentioned by Carlea (1996).
us, for the computer classification task, it will be difficult to define the performance ceiling
and floor to be expected by inter-annotator agreement and chance agreement, respectively.
Using a simple metric, if the annotators agreed on their annotations, say, 90% of the time,
and the computer agreed with each of the annotators roughly 90% of the time, one could
perhaps form a reasonable argument that the computer has achieved human performance. In
practice, if we knew the agreement rate of the two annotators, we could calculate the kappa
statistic for the computer, and if it were greater than, for example 0.6., indicating substantial
agreement (Viera et al., 2005), we could again make a reasonable argument that the computer
can perform the task about as well as humans.

e issue surfaces when one looks at some of the aspects that have been annotated. For
example, the aspect “DVD player” is annotated onmultiple occasions in the Apex DVD player
data set; “DVD player” is most decidedly not a product aspect of a DVD player like “sound
quality” or “picture quality” or “ease of use”. Although I have incorporated a correction for
this particular example in the aspect tagging task in the Amazon data, no such simplification
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was reasonably possible in the SemEval-2014 data. Further, synonyms of “DVD player” like
“unit” appear as well; I did not try to fix anything beyond the most obvious generic term for
the product. Due to the sheer difficulty of the tagging task, it seems reasonable that some
aspect annotations are missing and that some are incorrect or unsuitable.

In one instance, “recognize” is annotated as a product aspect of the DVD player. It is
clearly not a product aspect in and by itself, although there may be a related implicit aspect
of “disc recognition” or “fault tolerance” or “scratch tolerance”. In the DVD reviews, the
word “recognize” only ever appears in negative reviews, but is not inherently negative. A
naïve approach might infer that “recognize” is both a product aspect and a negative sentiment
word; both inferences are supported by the data, but both are incorrect. is offers a hint that
the task is a difficult one; and that the annotations are such that some degree of disagreement
with the annotations is necessary if the system is to offer defensible results. is need for
divergence from the annotations dictates a performance ceiling, and one that is again difficult
to measure. Vexingly, the systemmay occasionally do a beer job of annotating the data than
humans did (that is, where the gold standard annotations are poor); but the system gets no
credit for doing so.

Finally, the data pre-processing tasks themselves are prone to introduce errors that could
limit the effectiveness of the experiments.

Lack of correct punctuation can be particularly vexing for sentence parsing. Consider
two sentences (Figure 5.1) that differ only by a comma, shown with their respective Stanford
CoreNLP dependency parses.6

e first sentence in Figure 5.1 is a simulated sentence showing a parse that captures the
writer’s intended statement, where voice is the nominal subject of clear (linked by the copular
verb is). e second is a sentence that appears in the Nokia phone reviews in the Amazon
data. Note that in the laer, the closest semantic link between the sentiment-bearing word
clear and the product aribute voice [quality] is two “hops” away, and two strange hops at
that. at is to say: the implied paern in the top sentence of “a sentiment-bearing word can
be linked to a product aspect by a single nsubj (nominal subject) relationship” should hold
true in other sentences; whereas the implied paern in the lower sentence of “a sentiment-
bearing word can be linked to a product aspect that is the direct object of the verb phrase it is
modifying as part of an adverbial clause” would probably not hold for other [well-formed] ex-
amples. Accordingly, any heuristic using dependency trees to link sentiment-bearing words
to product aspect words may have a performance ceiling imposed by parser performance.
6Diagrams were generated by the Stanford CoreNLP online demonstrator at http://nlp.stanford.edu:8080/
corenlp/process, which uses the Brat rapid annotation tool (http://brat.nlplab.org) to create such diagrams.

http://nlp.stanford.edu:8080/corenlp/process
http://nlp.stanford.edu:8080/corenlp/process
http://brat.nlplab.org
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Figure 5.1: Punctuation affects parsing: with comma aer second word (top), the parser cor-
rectly infers a direct semantic relationship between clear and the voice [quality] it describes;
without comma (boom), it does not.

Similar arguments can bemade for part-of-speech tagging, lemmatization, and other steps
used to pre-process the data for the experiments.

Of course, if there are consistent parsing or tagging errors that repeat regularly, they may
in fact cancel each other out; if the parsing errors in the training data mirror those in the
testing data, perhaps the correct results may be distilled nonetheless.

Despite the likelihood of such limitations on system performance, the data set is both
usable and useful; the limitations mentioned are necessary byproducts of using text wrien
causally by regular folks and using off-the-shelf tools that maximize the repeatability of the
experiments.
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Method and experiments

6.1 Finding aspect-specific sentiments

I work with text from product reviews collected online by Hu and Liu (2004) and by Pontiki
et al. (2014). is text is wrien by the general public, and contains some opinions about
specific aspects of products as well as some non-opinionated sentences. For example, a par-
ticular sentence might indicate that a person likes the screen size of a phone but dislikes its
baery life; there are two aspects in such a sentence (screen size, baery life) and an opinion
about each aspect.

e goal of my work is to detect sentiments about aspects of products. is can be sepa-
rated into two sub-goals:

• classify each word in a sentence as being inside or outside either a clause that indicates
a product aspect or a sentiment (assuming lexical mutual exclusion between these two
classes)

• match aspects with any corresponding sentiments in a sentence and determine the
polarities (positive/negative) of these aspect-sentiment pairs

us, the soware I developed takes a sentence as input and returns a list of zero or more
tagged stated opinions about aspects of a product.

e system is based on machine learning plus a handful of heuristics.

49
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6.2 Developing a co-training algorithm

Co-training is a semi-supervised classification algorithm that augments a small set of labelled
data with a large set of unlabelled data to reduce the error rate in a classification task (Blum
andMitchell, 1998). Amainmotivation of such an approach is that labelled data is “expensive”
(as it is usually hand-labelled by humans, which incurs time and/or monetary costs), and so
any improvement in results that can be gleaned from unlabelled data is essentially “free”
(Blum and Mitchell, 1998).

Co-training uses two conditionally independent “views” of the data being classified. Each
such view must be (at least theoretically) sufficient to classify the data. Co-training itera-
tively builds up each classifier’s knowledge by adding high-confidence classified cases to the
training set; the expertise of one classifier is used to train the other, iteratively.

I have chosen to use [surface-level] lexemes (including predicted part-of-speech) and syn-
tactic features as the two views. In English, as in many languages, there is not a one-to-one
relation between lexemes and their part of syntax; they may be independent for all but the
most basic of functional words (conjunctions, particles, and the simplest adverbs and personal
pronouns, for example).

e lexical view is inspired by collocations. For example, a word following the fragment
“I like my phone’s …” is fairly likely to be a product aspect, and is unlikely to be a sentiment-
bearing word (unless, perhaps, it is a superlative adjective followed by the aspect).

e syntactic view is inspired by the observation that both product aspects and sentiment-
bearing words appear in a limited number of grammatical structures. For example, a noun
that is the direct object of a verb may be more likely to be a product aspect than the verb
itself; in contrast, a verb is more likely to express sentiment than it is to be a product aspect.

e co-training algorithm posited by Blum andMitchell (1998) assumed that the two views
were conditionally independent; that is, given three events, and given that the first event
occurs, knowing that the second event occurs (or does not occur) does not give any particular
hint that the third event will or will not occur, and likewise, knowing that the third event
occurs (or does not occur) does not give any particular hint that the second event will occur or
not occur. In a system that processes text token-by-token, for example, we might say that the
first event is the set of words that have occurred up to a certain point under current analysis;
so, knowing the sequence of tokens that has occurred prior to the token being considered, two
views are conditionally independent if neither view can predict the value (feature set) of the
other view for the token being considered. Blum and Mitchell use the example of web page
text and web page URLs as two views for using co-training to classify web pages according to
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topic. ey justify this example by assuming that different authors write these two types of
text. One could imagine, however, that one might develop an algorithm that can reasonably
oen predict the name of the HTML file of a page given its contents, though not the reverse.
My selection of lexical and syntactic views follows a similar paern: they seem reasonably
conditionally independent, as one can be reasonably assured of not being able to predict the
lexical view given the syntactic view, although one might be able to predict (albeit poorly)
the syntactic view given the lexical view on occasion.

e two views I have selected are assumed to be sufficiently and usefully close to being
conditionally independent to borrow some of the principles of Blum and Mitchell (1998);
though, admiedly, the two views may not be strictly conditionally independent given a set
of preceding tokens. Given some set of preceding tokens (including the null set), there is a
probability distribution of the [surface] token to follow (which one might be able to estimate
from a very large corpus, for example). ere is also a probability distribution of the part-of-
speech to follow (which onemight also be able to estimate from a very large corpus). Knowing
that the token under consideration reads “buffalo”, as an example, only slightly changes the
probability distribution of the part-of-speech, since “buffalo” could (infamously1) be a noun,
verb, or proper noun doing the work of an adjective. Similarly, knowing that the part-of-
speech of the next token is (for example) a noun limits surface token choice, but due to the
great number of tokens that have a word sense that is a noun, the probability distribution is
perhaps not greatly changed.

e conditional independence assumption was relaxed by Goldman and Zhou (2000). e
only requirement of their co-training algorithm is that each classifier be able to divide the
data into “equivalence classes”; that is, that it be able to classify the data into n bins. My algo-
rithm certainly fits that description. Several other papers contribute evidence that the fairly
strict assumptions of the original Blum andMitchell co-training algorithm can be relaxed (see
Section 3.3); so, while it appears that my systemmay meet the strict criteria, exhaustive proof
thereof may not be strictly necessary.

Blum and Mitchell (1998) took a small random sample of unlabelled data at each iteration
to classify and add to the labelled set. Subsequent improvements to co-training, such as those
introduced by Dasgupta et al. (2002), used confidence-based classification, where the classifier
estimates its own competence and confidence in its own predictions. Similarly, Huang et al.
(2012) developed an algorithm very similar to the Blum and Mitchell algorithm, but instead
of taking a small random sample at each iteration, sampled the data where their two views’
classifiers agreed the most, based on the classifiers’ confidence.
1http://www.cse.buffalo.edu/~rapaport/buffalobuffalo.html

http://www.cse.buffalo.edu/~rapaport/buffalobuffalo.html
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Given:

• a set L of labelled training examples
with features x

• a set U of unlabelled examples with
features x

Create a pool U’ of examples by
choosing u examples at random from U
Result: An enlarged pool L’

initialization;

for i← 1 to k do
Use L to train a classifier h1 that
considers only the x1 portion of x;
Use L to train a classifier h2 that
considers only the x2 portion of x;
Allow h1 to label p positive and n
negative examples from U’;
Allow h2 to label p positive and n
negative examples from U’;

Add these self-labelled examples to
L;
Randomly choose 2p + 2n examples
from U to replenish U’;

end

with typical p = 1, n = 3, k = 30, u = 75;
Algorithm 1: Co-training algorithm from
Blum and Mitchell (1998) (largely verbatim)

Given:

• a set L of labelled training examples
with features x

• a set U of unlabelled examples with
features x

Create a pool U’ of all examples from U

Result: An enlarged pool L’

initialization;
i = 1;

while i = 1 or ni-1 > 0 do
Use L to train a classifier h1 that
considers only the x1 portion of x;
Use L to train a classifier h2 that
considers only the x2 portion of x;
Allow h1 to label all examples from
U’;
Allow h2 to label all examples from
U’;
Sort these self-labelled examples in
descending order of max(confidence
of h1, confidence of h2);
Add the top n most confidently
labelled examples to L where n ≤ m
and the confidence of the prediction
of every such example is greater
than c;
i← i+ 1;

end

with typical m = 2500, c = 0.55, imax ≈ 8;
Algorithm 2: Co-training algorithm using
confidence-based classification
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I started with the algorithm introduced by Blum and Mitchell (1998) (Algorithm 1, le
column, page 52), and modified it to use confidence-based classification (Algorithm 2, right
column, page 52).

Both algorithms begin with set (L) of labelled training examples and a set (U ) of unla-
belled examples. e Blum and Mitchell algorithm then selects a random pool of unlabelled
examples (U’) that is much smaller than the full unlabelled set, and enlarges this pool every
iteration; whereas my algorithm considers all remaining unlabelled examples (U’) at each it-
eration. e Blum and Mitchell algorithm iterates a fixed number of times (k); whereas my
algorithm keeps running as long as the number of unlabelled examples that could be classi-
fied in the previous iteration (ni-1) is greater than zero. Each iteration, both methods have a
classifier train itself on a single view of all labelled data (including data that have been la-
belled successfully in previous iterations), then classify the data in (U’). At this point, Blum
and Mitchell randomly pick one positive and three negative examples to add to the set of
labelled data; whereas my algorithm adds to the set of labelled data those data about which it
was most confident. is confidence metric is defined as the confidence of the most confident
classifier; a more complex scoring function could be used, such as the amount of agreement or
the amount of disagreement between the two classifiers, as suggested by Huang et al. (2012).

If, in both algorithms, the classifier is very confident at all times, and the maximum num-
ber of data labelled per iteration by my algorithm (m) is set to four (roughly equivalent to
how the Blum and Mitchell algorithm accepts one positive and three negative examples per
iteration), the two algorithms end up performing in a very similar manner. If, however, the
classifier has moments of uncertainly, as one might tend to in complex tasks like analyzing
language, the algorithm I present should offer an advantage, as only the most certain exam-
ples are learned at each iteration. If a co-training algorithm is used in a scenario where it
is desirable to know the confidence of the final output (as in a system where many machine
learning modules vote), the algorithm I present offers the benefit of being able to estimate
that confidence with no further work.

As an added bonus, this confidence-based classification approach avoids the need to tune
two “magic numbers” in the Blum and Mitchell method: the number of positive predictions p
and the number of negative predictions n to make at each iteration, which Blum and Mitchell
determined experimentally on their data, but which may not hold for other data sets; they
note that “empirically the performance of the algorithmwas sensitive to this issue” of weight-
ing p and n both in absolute terms and relative to each other (Blum and Mitchell, 1998, Sec-
tion 5). e co-training algorithm they implemented accepted p + n = 4 new examples per
iteration; for any classifier that takes a non-trivial amount of time to train its models, this
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limits the scalability of the approach.
e most notable divergence from the Blum and Mitchell algorithm is the decision to add

a large number of examples at each iteration, so long as the classifiers are confident in their
classification of such unlabelled examples. I have chosen to implement an upper limit in the
algorithm, so that, rather than accepting all new unlabelled examples that can be classified
with a confidence of, say, 55%, it will only accept the top m-most cases. e intuition is
that it may be desirable, especially in the early iterations, to add only the most confident
examples and retrain so as to be able to more confidently label the next set; the expertise
added by only accepting the highly confidently-labelled examples may be sufficient to more
confidently classify the merely marginal unlabelled examples that may have been classified
with confidence at or just above the threshold. In practice, the algorithm tends to use this
upper limit in only the first several iterations; aer roughly the fih iteration, the confidence
threshold determines the number of unlabelled examples added at each iteration, as the most
obvious examples have already been added to the labelled set.

While Blum andMitchell’s algorithm takes as an input the maximum number of iterations
k (which would also presumably have to scale proportionally to the size of the data set), my
algorithm requires the maximum number of new examples to label in each iteration, which
roughly determines the number of iterations for a given confidence threshold.

Except where otherwise specified, I have run my experiments with no more than 2500
unlabelled examples being classified in each iteration. e effect of varying this parameter is
examined in Table 7.7 (page 95).

e confidence threshold c in my algorithm is tuneable. is parameter serves as clas-
sification confidence floor; the algorithm will not include any labelled examples when the
confidence in that example’s classification is less than this floor. e support vector machine
classifier I selected offers fairly good classification performance, so I set this threshold to a
relatively low 0.55 for all experiments described herein. (A grid search classifying the de-
velopment data with confidence thresholds c ∈ {0.00, 0.45, 0.50, 0.55, 0.65, 0.75, 0.85, 0.95}
revealed that 0.55 was close to optimal.)

e classifiers h1 and h2 mentioned in Algorithm 2 refer to two support vector machine
classifiers, one for the lexical view and one for the syntactic view. ese are described in
greater detail in the following section.

e bootstrapping algorithm presented by Yarowsky (1995) re-classifies all examples that
have been labelled to date so as to reject examples that fall below the classification thresh-
old (termed “escaping from initial misclassifications”). is could be a natural extension of
my algorithm; though I thought that the algorithmic complexity of such an approach – and
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particularly the possibility of infinite loops as marginal cases are included and excluded from
the training set in successive iterations – might not be justified.

is co-training algorithm was used to identify and learn sentiment-bearing terms and
product aspects from both the Amazon review data and the SemEval-2014 task 4 data.

6.3 Implementing classification

e co-training approach used relies on two machine learning classifiers. e classifier was
selected with care, and it was necessary to determine suitable features to use and reasonably
optimal classifier tuning parameters.

6.3.1 Selecting a classifier

In a sentence, it is necessary to identify which words indicate product aspects (general fea-
tures of product categories) and which words indicate sentiments. Aspects and sentiments
might be explicitly stated (e.g., “good baery life”) or implicit in the language used (e.g., “it’s
impressively fast”, suggesting a positive sentiment for the aspect speed).

I construe this as a classification task, where each word in a sentence can be classified as
one of three mutually exclusive cases:

• e word is inside (is part o) a product aspect

• e word is inside (is part o) an expression of a sentiment

• e word is outside of a product aspect or expression of a sentiment

is approach to classification contrasts with, say, considering a sentence as a bag of
words and considering all the possible product aspects to be classes. Sentence-level (predict-
ing the positive/negative orientation of an entire sentence) and document-level (predicting a
product rating on a 0-to-5 scale) classification, while easier to implement, are inadequate in
this task.

Given this framing of the problem as a token-level classification task, it was necessary to
select a useful and usable classifier.

ere were two key properties I considered in selecting a classifier. First, it had to be able
to generate class probabilities when classifying a datum, so that I would be able to experi-
ment with a co-training style algorithm (wherein one starts with a small set of training cases
and then iteratively builds larger and larger classification models by successively adding a
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small number cases from the test set to the training set when the confidence of successful
classification is very high). Second, since I wanted to be able to consider words and lemmas
as dimensions of machine learning features, it had to be able to handle a very large number
of features while being computationally tractable.

I chose LibSVM (Chang and Lin, 2011), a support vector machine classifier, as it met these
two criteria, and has been used in other natural language processing applications.

It is perhaps worth noting for a moment that my algorithm could (in theory) be used
with any classifier that can estimate percentage confidence. ere is nothing inherent in my
method that is classifier-specific; I simply use a binary product aspect word classifier and a
three-class opinion word classifier with probability estimates and a large number of features.

ere is some academic support for SVMs being used in natural language processing tasks.
Basili and Moschii (2002) suggest that SVM is a beer choice for text classification than K-
Nearest-Neighbours (K-NN) (though perhaps not statistically significantly), a neural network
implementation, decision trees, and Naïve Bayes, among others. ere is some evidence that
linear regression classifiers can not practically handle a large feature set for similar tasks (as in
(Ghazi et al., 2014)). Manning et al. (2008) compare text classification performance on a news
corpus with results from (Li and Yang, 2003), (Joachims, 1998), and (Dumais et al., 1998); SVM
appears to consistently outperform Naïve Bayes, Rocchio, k-nearest-neighbour, and tree clas-
sifiers in this meta-analysis. ey note three caveats: that the observed classifier performance
in the three papers varies more between tasks than between classifiers; that the conclusion
that SVMs perform beer may only be true when trained and tested on “independent and
identically distributed data”; and that, in the real world, it is a regular occurrence that skilled
practitioners are unable to build complex classifiers that outperform Naïve Bayes. Caruana
and Niculescu-Mizil (2006) perform a large evaluation of ten supervised learning methods, in-
cluding support vector machines, and mention that even the best classifiers perform poorly
on some tasks; they found that calibrated boosted trees, calibrated random forests, bagged
trees, calibrated SVMs and uncalibrated neural nets performed best, in order of decreasing
performance. ey also observed particularly poor performance with or without calibration
in Naïve Bayes, logistic regression, and decision tree classifiers. ey conclude that SVMs
(along with other relatively modern learning methods) offer excellent performance.

At a minimum, then, it appears that support vector machines are not a poor choice for the
text classification task, and there is some evidence to suggest that they may be beer than
other approaches.

I chose a radial basis function (RBF) kernel for the support vector machine classifier. is
seemed a beer choice than a linear kernel or a low-order polynomial kernel, as an RBF
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kernel can theoretically create decision boundaries that beer conform to groups of features
that interact (i.e., cases where, considering features independently, the classes are not linearly
separable), while still being able to use single simple features to classify when possible. e
creators of LibSVM propose the RBF kernel as a good default choice (Hsu et al., 2003) for its
ability to deal with nonlinear class separation; for the fact that RBF has fewer parameters
to tune than a polynomial kernel; and for some numeric/computational feasibility benefits
over polynomial kernels. ey note that the linear kernel is merely a special case of the RBF
kernel. ey also note that, for cases where the number of features is very large, like in my
experiments, the linear kernel might be a beer choice.

Support vector machines seem to work best on linearly separable problems. It is quite
possible (and, in fact, probable) that, due to the creative nature of language, the product as-
pect words are not entirely separable from the rest of the corpus; that is, there may be many
objective/factual statements made about aspects of products. Similarly, the words that bear
opinion about aspects are almost certainly not separable from the rest of the corpus, since
theremay certainly be other opinions in the sentence that have no bearing on product aspects.
However, it seems quite plausible that opinion-bearing words may be separable from prod-
uct aspect words (and vice versa). We might imagine that product aspects could be mostly
nouns (e.g., screen, brightness, speed, service) and adjectives that are closely associated with
aributes (e.g., fast, bright, flavourful, loud) while sentiment-bearing words might be more
skewed towards verbs (e.g., like, hate, love, appreciate) and gradable general-purpose ad-
jectives (e.g., great, worse, awesome). is mutual exclusion between the two sought-aer
classes in the data may be useful, and may provide further (if weak) support for using SVMs;
it seems unlikely that an SVMwould, given reasonable features, confuse aspects for opinions,
because the two classes seem quite separable. Even if both the aspect word and sentiment
word classifiers were to both try to classify a particular token positively, only the classifier
with the higher confidence would be allowed to do so; it would become a positive example in
the more confident classifier’s training data in the next iteration, and a negative example in
the other classifier’s training data in the next iteration. In this manner, the level of expertise
of both classifiers should improve.

is is a critical advance on some other contemporaries’ work in the field. One could
imagine that a simple bag-of-words review classifier would probably infer that “iPhone” con-
notes a positive opinion and perhaps that “Blackberry” connotes a negative opinion (both
inferences being false).

In choosing a classifier, I specifically rejected Naïve Bayes classifiers on the fundamental
basis that, while they offer reasonable performance on some tasks, I am uncomfortable with
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the independence assumption (that features are independent given the class label) that under-
lies the method, particularly as it applies when doing word-level classification. As a simple
example, one might assume that the surface form of a token and its part of speech might both
be good features to consider, but it would be difficult to argue that they are independent. Put
succinctly, in the real world, there are many instances where we can predict a word given
its antecedents; this clashes with the Bayes assumption of conditional independence of fea-
ture values given class membership (Lewis, 1998), particularly when one uses neighbouring
tokens as features (as I have chosen to).

With LibSVM selected as a classifier, it was necessary to select features to feed the support
vector machine, as described in the following section.

6.3.2 Selecting features

I use two broad categories of features, each corresponding to a co-training view: lexical fea-
tures (tokens and stemmed versions thereof, plus part-of-speech, which is somewhat tightly
tied to the lexeme), and syntactic features, including dependency tree features and some sim-
ple role labels determined solely from syntax.

For each category of features, I consider a window around the word to be classified. In the
lexical view, for example, I consider a three-token window on either side; this is somewhat
inspired by work on extraction paerns, where a paern like “I like my some_product_name
despite its rather poor some_product_aribute” can be used to extract product names and
product aributes with fairly high confidence. For syntactic tree features, this window ex-
tends upwards: I consider it important that a word is part of a noun phrase within a verb
phrase, for example. I also pay special aention to dependency roles (e.g., direct and indirect
objects of verbs), and whether the dependency roles of a token include negation. Such de-
pendency roles can be manifested any number of tokens away in a sentence, so even if, for
example, a negation word is ten words away in the sentence, it is incorporated so long as it
is one dependency relation away. My intent is to work in a manner similar to extraction pat-
terns but to do so in a way that reflects the complexity of language, particularly long-distance
dependencies that might not be accounted for in an n-gram model.

e list of machine learning features for each of the views follows immediately; an expla-
nation and justification of how the features were chosen follows these lists.
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Lexical view features

• the token itself

• the token’s lemma (its root form; e.g., the lemma of been is be, while the lemma of
prawns is prawn)

• the token’s (predicted) part-of-speech (e.g., noun, verb, adjective, superlative adjective,
adverb; using Penn Treebank part-of-speech labels2)

• the first WordNet aribute3 indicated by the first WordNet sense of the token (only
if the token is an adjective or adverb); e.g., the adjective fast describes the WordNet
aribute speed, swiness, fastness, so for a given token fast in our text, the recorded
aribute feature is speed, which itself might appear nowhere in the sentence

• for each of the three tokens preceding the token:

– its token

– its lemma

– its part-of-speech

• for each of the three tokens following the token:

– its token

– its lemma

– its part-of-speech

2A reasonably comprehensive list of Penn Treebank part-of-speech labels is available at http://www.ling.upenn.
edu/courses/Fall_2003/ling001/penn_treebank_pos.html

3Defined as “a noun for which adjectives express values” in the WordNet Glossary at http://wordnet.princeton.
edu/man/wngloss.7WN.html

http://www.ling.upenn.edu/courses/Fall_2003/ling001/penn_treebank_pos.html
http://www.ling.upenn.edu/courses/Fall_2003/ling001/penn_treebank_pos.html
http://wordnet.princeton.edu/man/wngloss.7WN.html
http://wordnet.princeton.edu/man/wngloss.7WN.html
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Syntactic view features

• the “local” chain of nodes above this token in the parse tree; that is, the chain of nodes
from this token up to the first sentential head (a node marked S in the parse tree; e.g.,
[S, VP, VP, PP]4)

• the entire chain of nodes above this token in the parse tree (which may be identical to
or longer than the local chain; e.g., [VP, SBAR, S, VP, VP, NP, S, VP, VP, PP]5)

• the node immediately above this node in the parse tree (e.g., PP)

• whether the token is referenced by a pronoun elsewhere in the sentence

• the anaphoric expression back to which a pronoun refers, if the reference appears in
the same sentence (e.g., in “e waiter was quick and he was efficient”, the word he
would have an anaphoric feature the waiter)

• a list of immediate (local) dependency relations6 in the sentence, as determined by the
Stanford CoreNLP semantic parser (e.g., in “e waiter was good”, good would have
two semantic relations, one noun subject “waiter” and one copula “was”.)

• the specific category of semantic role in the sentence (e.g., passive nominal subject,
labelled nsubjpass by the parser)

• the broad category of semantic role in the sentence (e.g., subject, labelled subj by the
parser)

• the incoming dependency graph edge, if any (e.g., the noun an article introduces)

• whether any of the immediate outgoing dependency graph edges contains negation
(not or n’t) or a modal verb that indicates negation (could, would, or should)

• whether the token has been tagged as a named entity (a proper noun indicating a per-
son, organization, or location)

4is chain indicates that, from right to le, the token at hand is part of a prepositional phrase (PP) that is part
of a verb phrase (VP) that is in turn part of a larger verb phrase (VP) that is part of a sentence (S)

5e chain shown here is for the word with in the sentence Our waiter is friendly and it is a shame that he didn’t
have a supportive staff to work with.

6A full list of dependency relations is available at http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/dependencies_manual.pdf

http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/dependencies_manual.pdf
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• for both the preceding and following token:

– whether the token is referred to by a pronoun elsewhere in the sentence

– if the token is a pronoun, the anaphoric expression it refers to

– whether the token is part of a named entity

– its specific semantic role

– its general semantic role

– whether any of its dependency graph outgoing edges contains negation

– the part-of-speech of its immediate parent in the parse tree

e number of nonzero features recorded for each token varies. A token will have 24, 29,
35, or 41 lexical features, depending on how close it is to the beginning or end of a sentence; a
token at the beginning or end of a sentence will have 24 lexical features, while a token in the
middle of a long sentencewill have 41 lexical features. Typically, a tokenwill have aminimum
of 14 syntactic features, and an average of approximately 32 syntactic features. Because any
number of immediate syntactic relations can be encoded for a given token, the number of
syntactic features is highly variable. It would be unusual for more than 40 syntactic features
to be recorded for any given token.

e feature set (and particularly the lexical view thereo) is inspired by an n-gram model.
It has been observed since the 1950s that “it is possible to define a linguistic structure solely
in terms of the distributions (paerns of co-occurrences) of its elements” (Harris, 1954). Con-
cordances are modelled: each token in the preceding trigram and each token in the trailing
trigram is encoded (separately) as a feature. Encoding the preceding trigram is inspired by
the Markov assumption: that, in the words of Manning and Schütze (1999, page 193), “only
the prior local context – the last few words – affects the next word”. If we make the simpli-
fying assumption that both sentiments and aspects are expressed lexically, then we can take
advantage of theMarkov assumption for classifying sentiment-bearing and aspect words. En-
coding the trailing trigram as three word features is inspired by the same principle; one can
imagine that aspect words might be followed shortly thereaer by a verb (e.g., “…the screen
is…”) or by a comparative or superlative adjective, for example. While there is no generally
accepted theory that a word can be predicted by the sequence of words behind it (in English),
including them seems intuitively to be of benefit. It is also worth considering that the order of
words is not arbitrary (although may be particularly subject to creativity in English); and so
if we allow that words can be predicted by their predecessors, perhaps we may allow that the
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word followed by a particular trigram cannot be completely arbitrary. It follows that there is
at least weak associativity in both directions.

Trigrams are a reasonable starting point for language modelling.7 Manning and Schütze
(1999, page 195) note that “the lexical co-occurrence, semantic, and basic syntactic relation-
ships that appear in this very local [trigram] context are a good predictor of the next word,
and such systems work surprisingly well”. Trigrammodels are able to capture some instances
of phenomena such as collocations8 and idiomatic expressions9.

ese preceding trigrams and trailing trigrams are encoded not atomically, but as indi-
vidual tokens; otherwise, we effectively learn a 7-gram (preceding trigram + token of interest
+ trailing trigram) model where every such 7-gram is very likely to be unique in any given
data set, and therefore not particularly useful for learning. Using atomically-encoded bi-
grams instead of unigrams, given data of sparseness similar to the experiments herein, was
found to offer worse performance in sentiment classification tasks by both Pang et al. (2002)
and Ng et al. (2006); whereas encoding the adjoining trigrams as individual token features
should provide something akin to back-off10, where, if the unigram@position-3, unigram@position-2,
and unigram@position-1 have all been seen in that combination previously, it is a very strong
hint about how to classify the token; if only unigram@position-2 and unigram@position-1 have been
seen, the model performs as if it were a bigram model, offering a less strong hint; if only
unigram@position-1 has been seen previously, it’s a weaker still hint about how to classify the
token under consideration, but effectively performs as a unigram model.

To some extent, this use of n-gram neighbours takes advantage of the one sense per collo-
cation property noted by Yarowsky (1995): that is, a token in a given collocation is likely to be
of the same class (sentiment-bearing word, aspect word, or neither) when such a collocation
is found elsewhere. To a lesser extent, Yarowsky’s one sense per discourse observation also
7“When the trigram model works, it can work brilliantly … e four-gram model is entirely useless in general.”
(Manning and Schütze, 1999, page 201) Four- and five-grams could perhaps be useful in limited circumstances
provided that a very large corpus is available; the relative rarity of non-singleton four- and five-grams in a
given corpus is a limiting factor.

8Collocations are sequences of words that frequently appear together to provide a slightly stronger meaning;
contrast fast food (a collocation) with quick food and food that is fast, for example.

9Idiomatic expressions are language-dependent figurative expressions like kick the bucket and feeling blue.
10is idea of n-gram back-off is suggested by Manning and Schütze (1999, page 201): “Examining the table
[of unigram, bigram, and trigram prior probabilities in a given text] suggests an obvious strategy: use higher
n-gram models when one has seen enough data for them to be of use, but back off to lower order n-gram
models when there isn’t enough data.” ey claim that this is a widely used strategy, though, as seen in the
plethora of bag-of-unigrams solutions identified in the related work (Chapter 3), that may not be entirely true
in sentiment analysis.
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applies: a token that appears as an aspect is probably an aspect throughout the same review,
and perhaps so too in other similar product reviews in the same domain.

Part-of-speech (POS) features are also recorded in a similar fashion: the predicted11 part-
of-speech of each of the preceding three words and of each of the next three words is recorded
as a feature. is should work in concert with the aforementioned back-off strategy, in-
creasing the likelihood that, even if unigram@position-3, unigram@position-2, and unigram@position-1

have not been seen previously, there may be a good chance that POS@position-3 followed by
unigram@position-2 and unigram@position-1 might have been seen before, which may be a stronger
hint to the classifier than simply the preceding bigram alone.

In instances where lexemes are used as features, it seemed reasonable to include both
the surface forms of the words in the sentence as well as their lemmas. e intent was to
improve performance in cases where a word has not been seen by a model, but where a mor-
phological variant has been seen previously (e.g., for the purposes of classifying aspects for a
particular high tech device, baery and baeries could be interchangeable, and lemmatization
helps reconcile such variations). I chose to lemmatize instead of stem so as to try to capture
similarities; a good lemmatizer should be able to lemmatize beer as good, whereas a simple
stemmer might stem it as bet or be. Being able to collapse down, for example, good, beer,
and best to the same lemma feature should assist the sentiment classifier.

A secondary reason for including lemmas is that negation can be marked morphologically
(Bender, 2013). In English, the prefixes dis-, in-, non-, de-, un-, and the suffix -less can all mark
negation (Cartoni and Lefer, 2011); and from the point of view of a classifier that seeks tomark
sentiment words in particular, being able to recognize that, if unsuitable is a known negative
sentiment word, than perhaps suitable might be a sentiment word as well. Encoding both the
surface form and the lemma as features allows us to encode both the positive lemma and the
negative token usage in such a case.

One final lexical feature included is the WordNet aribute of a given word. is, even
more so thanwith lemmatization, is an aempt to give the classifier hints about new language
that may be synonymous with – but entirely different than – previously seen language. In
particular, I hypothesize that sentiment-bearing words are more likely than other words to
have a usable aribute relationship recorded inWordNet, so the mere presence of an aribute
relationship may be a reasonable hint that a sentiment-bearing word is present.

Using dependency relations in the syntactic view is both inspired by and supported some-
11Part-of-speech labels are generated during sentence parsing. For the purposes of building the classifiers, the
labels are considered to be correct, with the hope that, even when POS labels are incorrect, they are probably
at least consistently incorrect in similar contexts.
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what by Ng et al. (2006). ey concerned themselves only with adjective-noun, subject-verb
and verb-object relations, but make the argument that verb-object relations, for example,
“may allow the learner to learn that the author likes the actors and not necessarily the movie”
(Ng et al., 2006, page 615). ey conclude that dependency relations are useful for their
sentiment classification task when bigrams and trigrams are not used, rejecting their initial
hypothesis that bigrams/trigrams and dependency relations encode redundant information.
is weak conclusion is somewhat counter-intuitive when analyzing non-trivial opinionated
sentences (as in the SemEval-2014 datasets, for example): long-distance dependencies can be
reconciled using dependency relations butmight not be capturedwith trigrams. is is partic-
ularly important in the present task; whereas those authors were performing document-level
(review-level) sentiment analysis, the task of disambiguating product sentiments from aspect-
specific sentiment seems likely to benefit from dependency relations. Basili and Moschii
(2002, page 405) conclude that such linguistically-motivated features are superior, conclud-
ing that building features from parsing and using major grammatical relations (subject/object
pairs, for example) is tenable.

I chose to encode all local dependency relations for each token, leing the classifier sort
out what is salient and what is not, rather than pre-selecting certain relations (like verb-
object).

I record three levels of parse tree above each given token: its immediate parent; a chain
of local relations up to the most local sentential unit; and the entire chain of relations to
the head of the sentence. is, as with the n-gram modelling approach, is an aempt to
incorporate cases where knowledge is sparse but fairly certain (an aspect buried deep in a
complex sentence may well have a unique parse tree lineage, but should that entire exact
lineage appear again, that may be a very strong indication that such a token is also an aspect)
as well as common but less certain knowledge (knowing that a token is in a noun phrase may
increase the likelihood of it being an aspect, for example, even though many words that are
not aspects also appear in noun phrases).

An aempt is made to reconcile local pronominal references. If an aspect is explicitly
stated in the sentence and a pronominal reference is made in the same sentence, the pronoun
is marked as if it were the noun. is is an aempt to be able to classify pronouns as aspects
even when the noun itself is not present.

Negation is also explicitly encoded in the classifier features. Negation is noted by the
sentence parser in the dependency relation neg; dependencies of this type, when lexicalized
as not or n’t, were given a machine learning feature noting negation. ree modal verbs were
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also considered as negation: could, would, and should.12 ese appeared oen in reviews in
the form of the salads could be beer ; in such a construction, the modal could effectively
negates the positive sentiment word beer.

All of the textual features (token, lemma, POS, dependency relations) are encoded as
sparse numbered binary features. Considering only tokens to simplify the explanation, there
is a feature for every token that has been seen; one such feature will be 1, and all others 0. For
example, if the word alpha has been assigned feature number 0, the word buery has been
assigned the feature number 1, crass has been assigned feature number 2, and definite has
been assigned feature number 3, the feature representation for an instance of buery would
be the matrix [0, 1, 0, 0], while the matrix feature representation of definite would be [0, 0, 0,
1]. ere is an arbitrary assignment of feature numbers to tokens. e other textual features
follow a similar paern.

ese machine learning features were selected in order to classify sentiment-bearing and
aspect words in sentences, given data from product and restaurant reviews.

6.3.3 Scaling data

ere was no need to scale the data for the classifiers. All machine learning features were
binary and sparse, indicating the presence or absence of a particular property of interest.

6.3.4 Tuning classifiers

Support vector machines have several parameters that can be tuned to minimize the rate of
classification errors. Tuning these parameters can dramatically improve classification accu-
racy (Hsu et al., 2003).

In the LibSVM implementation that I chose, there are two key parameters that need to be
tuned with care: C and γ (gamma). e former is associated with SVMs in general; the laer
is a particular parameter for radial basis function (RBF) kernels. Together, these control the
process for deciding how to mathematically optimize the plane(s) separating the classes of
data.

e C parameter is a cost (penalty) parameter that serves as a trade-off between errors
in the model (points that end up on the wrong side of the plane) versus how flat/uniform
the separating plane is (Manning et al., 2008, page 328). It is the cost of ignoring outlier
data to build a model. A larger value of C will produce a model that will omit fewer outliers
12Other tenses (e.g., can, shall, will) were not considered to cause negation.
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in building the model, and will thus have fewer errors based on the training data, but may
produce a very complex plane that might be undergeneralized/overfied at testing time (as
an extreme, imagine a plane that curves tightly around every single data point; such a plane
would be error-prone when faced with any other nearby data points at classification time).
A lower C will ignore some outliers; particularly in data sets that are not perfectly separable.
Consequently, C can be thought of as a noise filter.

e γ parameter, by contrast, controls the width of the RBF margin, the orthogonal dis-
tance from the plane to any given point; within a certain margin, values are ignored. is can
be thought of as a figurative demilitarized zone: a zone that belongs to neither side. Seing
this margin to be small (larger values of γ) tells the support vector machine that, since the
margin is small, it must work harder to make sure that more data points are sufficiently far
away from the border; large values of γ tend to cause overfiing. (It is worth noting that
SVM RBF implementations other than LibSVM tend to use a parameter σ instead of γ; where
γ = 1/σ. e effect is the same.)

e parameters have similar (if numerically opposite) effects; tuning C controls howmany
points can be ignored in favour of a simpler model, whereas γ controls the degree to which
a solution must wrap around points that must be included in the model.

I followed the suggested tuning heuristic in (Hsu et al., 2003) and incorporated advice
from (Joachims, 2002) and (Cherkassky and Ma, 2004). I chose an RBF kernel. I took the first
20% of sentences from each of the five Amazon review data sets, and did a coarse grid search
using each such sample to estimate reasonable values for C and γ for each view for each
classifier. I then took logarithmic averages of the parameters of the five trials. Taking small
samples of the data and then averaging the parameter values over these five samples was an
aempt to avoid over-fiing the parameters to the data.

I then performed an iterative hill-climbing optimization by varying the four variables for
each classifier (two views per classifier, eachwith two tuneable parameters). At each iteration,
I would try doubling and halving each parameter in one classifier while leaving the values
for the other classifier static, then try the same with the other classifier, finally continuing
with the best four parameters from that iteration.

For example, if starting with [ Cview1, γview1, Cview2, γview2 ] = [ 1.0, 0.1, 1.0, 0.1 ], I would
run eight complete supervised classification task using the 20% sample of the Amazon review
data with parameters, trying the following variations:
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No change in view 1; trying to find
an improving direction in view 2:

• [1.0, 0.10, 2.0, 0.20]

• [1.0, 0.10, 2.0, 0.05]

• [1.0, 0.10, 0.50, 0.20]

• [1.0, 0.10, 0.50, 0.05]

Trying to find an improving direc-
tion in view 1; no change in view 2:

• [2.0, 0.20, 1.0, 0.10]

• [2.0, 0.05, 1.0, 0.10]

• [0.50, 0.20, 1.0, 0.10]

• [0.50, 0.05, 1.0, 0.10]

In many instances it was not necessary to calculate all permutations, e.g., if we have
doubled all values of interest from the previous iteration to get to the current optimum, it
is not necessary to recalculate the permutation in this iteration where all current values are
halved.

Also, C and γ are not strictly independent; in general, as C increases, γ should decrease;
and conversely, as γ increases, C should decrease (Ben-Hur and Weston, 2010). Accordingly,
at most iterations, it was sufficient to simply calculate the permutation that is in the same
direction as the previous direction of greatest improvement, and if the optimum improves,
take a short cut to the next iteration without calculating all permutations. For example, if the
general trend is that an increasing Cview1 and a decreasing Cview2 have given a beer solution
at the previous iteration, we can check whether again increasing Cview1 (and, by extension,
decreasing γview1) and a decreasing Cview2 (and, by extension, increasing γview2) gives us a
beer solution, and move immediately in that direction (climbing the slope further) without
checking all directions for a beer improvement.

I iterated thusly until none of the aempted possibilities offered a beer solution than
the best solution from the previous iteration. Using relatively large macro changes was an
aempt to avoid fiing the parameters too closely to the training data; being in a reasonable
ballpark of the optimal solution for the sample should be sufficient.

I did some brief experiments to see if weighting C by class13 would have any positive
impact (e.g., hoping it might effectively overweight positive cases to partially make up for
the fact that, for each classifier, there are many more negative examples than positive). Put
simply, increasing C for data in the minority class tells the classifier to try harder to get those
data points correct; doing so would tend to move the hyperplane closer to to majority class.
13is concept is illustrated well at http://scikit-learn.org/stable/auto_examples/svm/plot_separating_
hyperplane_unbalanced.html

http://scikit-learn.org/stable/auto_examples/svm/plot_separating_hyperplane_unbalanced.html
http://scikit-learn.org/stable/auto_examples/svm/plot_separating_hyperplane_unbalanced.html
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C γ ɛ
Sentiment-bearing word classifier

Lexical view 147.998 0.00336540 1.0×10-4

Syntactic view 2.87744 0.102704 1.0×10-4

Aspect word classifier
Lexical view 1.26562 0.0343323 1.0×10-3

Syntactic view 39.0625 0.0234375 1.0×10-3

Table 6.1: Tuning parameters for the support vector machine classifiers

is effort was ultimately unfruitful, however. Similarly, I tried oversampling the minority
class (duplicating or triplicating examples in the minority class) and, separately, undersam-
pling the majority class (omiing half the examples); these efforts were not successful in
improving results either.

Finally, there is a third parameter available in LibSVM, ɛ, that specifies the stopping con-
dition for the training. Considered as a hill climbing optimization problem, the support vec-
tor machine is trying to place an ideal spliing plane as far away as possible from each of
the given training data while minimizing the error (training data that necessarily fall on the
wrong side of the plane; this can happen if the data for two classes overlap in some dimen-
sions); ɛ governs how close to an optimum the classifier will try to get before completing
the model.14 A smaller value instructs LibSVM to perform more iterations, in effect. A
typical value (recommended by the authors of LibSVM) is ɛ = 0.001. A smaller value may
marginally improve the classification performance of a model while increasing the time re-
quired to train it. Early on, I varied this parameter for each classifier for a givenC and γ, trying
ɛ ∈ [0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001, 0.00001] and found that ɛ = 0.001 was suitable for the product
aspect classifier, but that ɛ = 0.0001 offered about 3%-6% beer classification performance in
the sentiment word classifier without too great a training performance penalty.

e values chosen for these three SVM tuning parameters are listed in Table 6.1.
14Pseudo-code of a support vector machine offered in Appendix B of Fan et al. (2005) exemplifies how ɛ is used
in practice.
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6.4 Inferring opinions from product aspects and senti-
ment words

A task implicit in the works to date on the Amazon review data but ignored in the SemEval-
2014 Task 4 challenge is the reconciliation of tagged product aspects and predicted sentiments
into a combined task of tagging product aspects and sentiments simultaneously.

ere are many sentences in each dataset that:

• contain aspect words but no sentiments

• contain sentiment-bearing words but no aspects

• contain sentiment-bearing words used in an objective context (e.g., describing a proces-
sor throling down temporarily to save baery life as slow, independent of a processor
that is inherently too slow at all tasks); it is conceivable that there might also exist
polysemous words that exhibit a similar property, where the lexeme might appear in a
lexicon of opinion words but the particular sense used is not opinion-bearing

• contain both aspect words and sentiment-bearing words that are unrelated (e.g., per-
haps sentiment-bearingwords are describing the brand or the product itself, not aspects
thereo)

• contain sentiment-bearing words that indicate sentiments about aspect words else-
where in the sentence

Of course, compound and complex sentences can meet several of these criteria simulta-
neously.

Identifying aspect words in a sentence and separately identifying the sentiments of tagged
aspects, as in the SemEval-2014 task 4 challenge, is important, but is only a part of the nat-
ural language “understanding” required to disambiguate how the aspects and sentiments are
related. Being able to classify a mention of an aspect in a sentence as positive or negative is
of only partial value.

I developed a heuristic that, given a sentence with zero or more tokens tagged as product
aspects and zero or more tokens tagged as sentiment-bearing words, tries to use dependency
relations to reconcile the two. is heuristic is applied aer classification.

A useful starting point is offered by Nigam and Hurst (2004): that if a sentence contains
topical information and polar sentiment language, that the two can be assumed to be related.
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Words that describe product aspects were more rare than sentiment-bearing words. e
heuristic identifies each n-gram of consecutive product aspect words. For each such men-
tioned aspect, the heuristic examines dependency relations at distance d = 1, then d = 2, then
d = 3 to see if any tagged sentiments are present, first considering incoming edges, then out-
going edges if no such sentiment-bearing terms have been identified in a three-hop distance.

e maximum distance of three hops was chosen as a compromise between larger dis-
tances that would classify more aspect-sentiment relations by chance and smaller distances
that would offer more certainty (e.g., sentiment and aspect words that are one dependency
hop away are almost certainly related). e maximum distance of three is sufficient, for ex-
ample, to reconcile the aspect word screen and the salient sentiment-bearing word good in
the design is sleek and the color screen offers, in my mind, good resolution (where the chain of
dependency relations is screen→ offers→ resolution→ good).

When a related sentiment-bearing word is found, its negation feature is checked; the
orientation of the sentiment-bearing word is determined by considering both the polarity of
the word (determined by the classifier) and whether it is tagged with a negation feature.

Note that this heuristic handles long-distance dependencies well; using word distance to
model sentiment words and the concepts they are describing has been tried by Kim and Hovy
(2004) and Ding and Liu (2007), but such a naïve approach cannot account for anything but
the simplest sentence structure.

is heuristic is not perfect; it misses sentiment words that are still salient but that are
more distantly related in the dependency tree, and it can incorrectly infer links between
aspect words and sentiments that are unrelated. Perhaps an uncertainty-based measure, such
as that posited by Rohrdantz et al. (2012), might be more effective at the expense of added
complexity; or perhaps the work of Qiu et al. (2009) might be applicable (they used sentiment
lexicons to learn product aspects and vice-versa, iteratively). Notwithstanding such options,
however, my simple heuristic seems to work reasonably well in many (and perhaps most)
circumstances.

It could be reasonable to improve this heuristic directly (by considering only certain de-
pendency relations, for example) or implement it using machine learning, training the system
to determine what sets of hops are productive in linking sentiment-bearing words and related
aspects in the training data.

Sentence-level simultaneous classification of both product aspects and sentiments ex-
pressed thereof was performed on both the Amazon review data and on the SemEval-2014
task 4 data.
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6.5 Validating the classifiers on unseen language

One of my goals in developing the soware for this dissertation was to be able to handle new
language. A system that can handle previously unseen language is one that can beer handle
sparsity of data (which oen rears its head in NLP problems). Further, a system that can han-
dle new terms that it has never seen should be able to beer handle data from different subject
domains. A philosophical argument is that naïve systems like bag-of-words perform many
tasks well, but disregard linguistic knowledge that intuitively should have value; whereas a
system that can, without any retraining, correctly handle (“understand”) new words and new
phrasings is one that can be argued to use such information implicitly, puing the learning
back in machine learning.

I performed two classes of synthetic tests to determine if my system was able to handle
new and unseen data. ese tests were neither conclusive nor extensive, but demonstrated
that, unlike many supervised machine learning models, my system can adapt to new termi-
nology and new sentence structures.

I took the approach of training impoverished minimal models and evaluating them on test
sentences.

First, I wrote a minimal test to see if my system could handle new terms. I trained (in a
supervised manner) a system with only the following four synthetic sentences:

• feature[+2] the car has a wonderful set of features .

• feature[+2] the camera has a wonderful set of features .

• lens[+2] the camera has a great lens .

• grip[+1] the camera has a fine grip .

I then tested the model on the following sentence (and variations thereo):

• shmork[+2] the camera has a cromulent shmork .

e system was able to correctly infer that cromulent was a sentiment-bearing adjective;
it classified it as a positive15 sentiment-bearing word. It also correctly classified shmork as a
product aspect.

Some credit is due to the Stanford parser, which correctly inferred that cromulent might
be an adjective and shmork a noun.
15It is debatable whether cromulent is positive or negative; as the training data were all positive, the system
reasonably classified it as positive.
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Such a test can be criticized. e training data is unusually clean (containing no contra-
dictory examples where, for example, in a review of a digital camera, camera is a product, not
an aspect; whereas in a cell phone review, camera is an aspect, not a product). e sentences
all follow a similar sentence structure, so the paern is easily learned; whereas in real life,
people might use many different sentence structures to express the same idea. Nonetheless,
the system is able to handle, to at least some degree, new language that it has never seen
before.

e system is similarly able to handle new sentence structures and verb tenses that it has
not previously observed. I created an impoverished synthetic model using four sentences:

• feature[+2] the car ’s features are wonderful .

• feature[+2] the camera has a wonderful set of features .

• lens[+2] the camera has a great lens .

• grip[+1] the camera has a fine grip .

e system was able to successfully handle the following two sentences, correctly classi-
fying cromulent as the positive sentiment of the aspect shmork:

• shmork[+2] the camera ’s shmork is cromulent .

• shmork[+2] the camera ’s shmork was cromulent .

Interestingly, because the system does not have cromulent in its lexicon, and because, in
this formulation, the word has not been specifically annotated, the sentiment word classifier
marks it as a false positive; a misclassification that reveals an error in the original data anno-
tation rather than poor system performance. ere were many notable such false positives
in the data sets used in the experiments described in this dissertation, where arguably my
system outperformed human annotators on occasion.

is laer test has its limits. In testing the camera ’s shmork could be cromulent, the system
only tags cromulent properly; similarly, in i really liked the camera ’s shmork the system is only
able to tag shmork successfully. is is a byproduct of the extreme sparsity of the training
data.

e system demonstrably handles new terminology and new sentence structure.
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6.6 Applying the system to the chosen data sets

Two main experiments were performed.
First, the system developed was applied to the Amazon review data sets to determine

whether it could offer some reasonable ability to extract aspect-specific sentiments from the
customer reviews. Results were compared against three other papers that undertook some
parts of this task on the same data.

Second, the system was applied to the SemEval-2014 task 4 data. It was used to extract
product aspects; separately, to classify the sentiment expressed for tagged aspects; and, fi-
nally, extending beyond the SemEval-2014 task itself, classifying the aspects and sentiments
thereof in sentences simultaneously.

6.7 Adapting to (slightly) different domains

e Amazon review data were not split into training and test sets, so a lile creative experi-
mentation was required. I performed two sets of experiments, one where I simply took each
set of data and did cross-validation; and, as a second experiment to stretch and stress the
system somewhat, I decided to use four out of the five products’ data for training and then
test on a fih product, round-robin. is demonstrates some aptitude for domain adaptation,
as the language learned at training time for, say, DVD players, is not directly transferable to
test sentences pulled from cell phone reviews. Results are in Table 7.3 (page 85).

e SemEval-2014 task 4 data, on the other hand, were released in three sets: a very small
development set; a large training set; and a reasonably large test test. is lent itself to easy
experimentation: I trained my system on the training data and tested on the testing data,
(having developed the algorithm and machine classification parameters using the Hu and Liu
data, rather than the development set offered for the SemEval-2014 task). e language in
the restaurant reviews seemed fairly different from the language in the laptop reviews; no
domain adaptation experiment was aempted, although could be interesting future work.

6.8 Considering inherent limitations

ere are a few limitations that may impose a ceiling on the performance of the system I
developed.

Ambiguous language, whether manifesting as polysemy or as errors in sentence parsing,
may cause problems.
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e heuristic for reconciling product aspects and associated sentiments is surely imper-
fect, though it seems to be a reasonable compromise.

Scores on the sentence-level task may not intuitively reflect good performance of the
individual aspect- and sentiment-extraction tasks. A similar situation is lamentably present
in even the most capable part-of-speech tagging systems: the Stanford parser, for example,
offers 97% part-of-speech accuracy on a word-by-word basis, but this translates into only
about 54% accuracy at the sentence level (Manning, 2011).

Sentences are considered only in isolation. Particularly in the Amazon review data, re-
solving long-distance anaphora might improve performance, but the conception of the prob-
lem as a sentence processor that considers sentences only in isolation makes this problematic.

ere are, of course, going to be annotation errors in the data; there will likely be some
occasional instances where the computer does a beer job annotating sentences than humans
would, but will not get credit for doing so.

Despite such challenges, the system was developed to do a reasonable job identifying
aspect-specific sentiments in opinionated text.



Chapter 7

Evaluation of experimental results

Aspect-specific sentiment structure was extracted from two data sets: text compiled from
Amazon reviews of five products, and a set of restaurant and laptop reviews that were used
in the SemEval-2014 task 4 competition.

Performance of the semi-supervised co-training algorithm is presented against that of
a similar fully-supervised model. In addition, these results are compared against, for the
Amazon reviews, three academic papers that did roughly comparable sentiment recognition
tasks on the same data set, and for the SemEval-2014 data, against the results of the 31 teams
that entered the competition.

Results of the individual aspect word and sentiment word classifiers are offered (indi-
cating how well the system could pick the correct terms in the sentence), as well as results
achieved at the sentence-level (indicating how well the system could distinguish different
aspect-sentiment pairs in a sentence).

7.1 Metrics

Four key metrics (Wien and Frank, 2005, pages 163, 171, and 172) are used to evaluate my
aspect-based sentiment extraction performance against others who have done similar (or
identical) tasks on the same data:

• precision (P): the percentage of all positive predictions that were correct
P = truepositives

truepositives+falsepositives

• recall (R): the percentage of all positive samples that were correctly predicted
R = truepositives

truepositives+falsenegatives

75
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• F1 score (F1): the harmonic mean of precision and recall, and a measure of accuracy
F1 = 2× precision×recall

precision+recall

• accuracy (A): the percentage of all predictions that were correct
A = truepositives+truenegatives

truepositives+truenegatives+falsepositives+falsenegatives

Using the product aspect classifier as an example, true positives are instances where a
token that appears in the gold standard is a product aspect and the classifier classifies it as a
product aspect. False positives occur when a token that is not a product aspect is classified
(incorrectly) as a product aspect. A false negative comes about when a token is indeed a
product aspect but the classifier classifies it as not being an aspect term, missing it. A true
negative is a case where a token is not a product aspect and the classifier correctly predicts
that it is not a product aspect.

Not all four metrics (P, R, F1, A) are reported in all comparable tasks for all data sets. All
available results are reported in the tables in this chapter; where other authors’ results are
not indicated, none were reported.

It could be argued that there are beer metrics for analyzing classifiers (e.g., ROC curves);
but the four aforementioned metrics are the only metrics reported in work on the two chosen
data sets, and are, in various combinations, widely used in natural language processing tasks
in general and in sentiment analysis specifically.

7.2 Performance on Amazon reviews

e experimental results that follow presently are those achieved working with the five sets
of Amazon product reviews of Hu and Liu (2004). e data consisted of sets of reviews for an
Apex AD2600 DVD player; a Canon G3 digital camera; a Creative Labs Nomad Jukebox Zen
Xtra 40GB MP3 player; a Nikon COOLPIX 4300 digital camera; and a Nokia 6610 cell phone.

e data sets were each relatively small (ranging from 346 sentences to 1716 sentences).
Each contained a mix of sentences with no opinions, single opinions, and multiple opinions.
Sentences were pulled verbatim from user reviews, so some sentences are parts of informally
bulleted lists. Many contain spelling errors. Some contain long-distance anaphora. e data
set is rather challenging, but since three other strong papers have been published that have
aempted sentiment classification tasks on this data, it provides a basis for meaningful com-
parison.

Two analyses are offered: one of the product aspect classifier, and one of the sentence-by-
sentence performance of the system, including an experiment to analyze whether the system
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can adapt itself to somewhat different product domains.

7.2.1 Classifier performance

Classifying product aspects

e supervised results of the aspect classifier alone (not working in concert with the senti-
ment classifier) are offered in Table 7.1. Because the data sets were small, it was not reasonable
to aempt co-training at this stage; the system would be far too impoverished initially to be
able to have sufficient confidence to label the new tokens to be learned at the first iteration.

Two versions of my results are offered: one where only aspect-specific sentiment expres-
sions are considered (that is, I omit some obvious cases where products have been annotated
as if they were aspects), denoted as aspects only in the accompanying results; and one where
the gold standard is considered as-is, denoted aspects + some products. e former is the more
interesting task, since one of the challenges in learning aspect-specific sentiments is to have
the algorithm learn to ignore the products themselves. e laer is included only for ease of
comparison to other work in the field. Examples abound in the data set where, for example,
DVD player is labelled incorrectly as a product aspect, when it is instead a product. Such
product-level annotations are particularly inconsistent in the data; so, while my system’s
recall improves when they are considered, accuracy drops due to a higher number of false
positives when the products themselves are not annotated in the data. Nonetheless, the first
set of my results omits such labels, while the second set includes them.

Two matching strategies are considered: one where only an exact match of aspect is
allowed; and one where a partial match is given credit. e laer is useful for counting the
effects of near misses, like tagging only screen instead of LCD screen, where either annotation
could be considered reasonably correct, and where the difference could be aributable to the
style of the annotator rather than to any inherent ideal and agreed-upon label.

My results were achieved by performing fivefold cross validation within each data set.
Precision is generally slightly worse than the rules-based methods of other papers that

have done work on the same data set. Recall is very poor, which also contributes to poor
F1 scores. No other papers reported accuracy results for this task; my accuracy results are
offered for future comparison, and to offer some reassurance that, despite poor recall, the
system is able to perform the task with some competence.
1In Table 7.1, the recall of the simpler system in Hu and Liu (2004) reported for the Nikon camera could be a
typo; but I present it as it was originally published. e F1 score was calculated by me and may also be affected.
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Data set Apex Canon Creative
DVD player digital camera MP3 player

(740 sentences) (597 sentences) (1716 sentences)
P R F1 A P R F1 A P R F1 A

Hu and Liu (2004)
- rules-based pruning +
heuristic for infreq. aspects

0.743 0.797 0.769 - 0.747 0.822 0.783 - 0.692 0.818 0.750 -

- with only machine-learned
aspect lexicon, no pruning

0.531 0.754 0.623 - 0.552 0.671 0.606 - 0.573 0.652 0.610 -

- using FASTR instead 0.030 0.163 0.051 - 0.031 0.190 0.054 - 0.021 0.140 0.037 -
Popescu and Etzioni (2007)
- only explicitly listed aspects 0.950 0.780 0.857 - 0.940 0.800 0.864 - 0.940 0.790 0.858 -
- more similar task - - - - - - - - - - - -
Ly et al. (2011) 0.867 0.797 0.831 - 0.842 0.822 0.832 - - - - -

Carter (aspects only)
- exact match only 0.606 0.076 0.129 0.569 0.562 0.074 0.120 0.682 0.761 0.207 0.323 0.676
- partial match allowed 0.618 0.088 0.152 0.576 0.697 0.121 0.201 0.704 0.774 0.223 0.343 0.682
Carter (aspects + some product)
- exact match only 0.497 0.073 0.125 0.536 0.630 0.088 0.144 0.602 0.768 0.195 0.308 0.632
- partial match allowed 0.571 0.095 0.162 0.546 0.680 0.135 0.214 0.616 0.777 0.211 0.328 0.639

Data set Nikon Nokia Mean
digital camera cellular phone
(346 sentences) (546 sentences)

P R F1 A P R F1 A P R F1 A
Hu and Liu (2004)
- rules-based pruning +
heuristic for infreq. aspects

0.710 0.792 0.749 - 0.718 0.761 0.739 - 0.722 0.798 0.758 -

- with only machine-learned
aspect lexicon, no pruning

0.594 0.5941 0.594 - 0.563 0.731 0.636 - 0.563 0.680 0.614 -

- using FASTR instead 0.044 0.188 0.072 - 0.028 0.149 0.046 - 0.031 0.166 0.052 -
Popescu and Etzioni (2007)
- only explicitly listed aspects 0.930 0.730 0.818 - 0.950 0.730 0.826 - 0.942 0.766 0.845 -
- more similar task - - - - - - - - 0.790 0.760 0.775 -
Ly et al. (2011) - - - - 0.769 0.761 0.765 - 0.826 0.793 0.809 -

Carter (aspects only)
- exact match only 0.712 0.179 0.282 0.674 0.597 0.191 0.274 0.618 0.648 0.145 0.226 0.644
- partial match allowed 0.737 0.203 0.312 0.682 0.662 0.221 0.318 0.632 0.698 0.171 0.265 0.655
Carter (aspects + some product)
- exact match only 0.786 0.261 0.387 0.615 0.655 0.221 0.319 0.557 0.667 0.168 0.257 0.588
- partial match allowed 0.804 0.286 0.419 0.629 0.689 0.255 0.360 0.573 0.704 0.196 0.297 0.600

Table 7.1: Performance of product aspect classifiers/extractors working on the same data
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My system did particularly poorly on the DVD player data. Notably, it was the data
set where the annotations contained the most non-aspect sentiment annotations (e.g., DVD
player was a frequently rated aspect, even though it is a product, not an aspect of the product).
When I removed these annotations from my gold standard data, I penalized myself. In the
case where I considered such product-level annotations anyway, my system did no beer, as
the DVD player was not consistently annotated as an aspect, so while my system learned that
annotation, it scored many false positives that would have counted as true positives, had the
annotation been consistent.

Despite apparent weakness, all is not lost: while the tasks undertaken in the other papers
are similar to the task I undertook, they are not identical.

I sought to extract the aspect terms in the sentence that matched the annotations, fair and
square, using only the machine learning approach described in the previous chapter.

e Hu and Liu (2004) paper, which broadly aims to classify aspect-specific sentiments at
the sentence level using the Amazon data, takes a relatively similar approach, with one major
exception: their algorithm does a pre-pass over the entire data set (i.e., they do not make any
effort to separate their data into training and test sets) to build a lexicon of aspects for that
product. It undertakes four major steps: it automatically builds a lexicon of aspects that are
mentioned frequently; then prunes that list (trying to narrow it down to only collocations);
then tries to build a lexicon of aspects that are mentioned infrequently; and then combines
these lexicons. At testing time, they use this lexicon to predict the aspects in the sentences.
eir algorithm and results are impressive in their own right; but, whereas their system can
use 100% of the data at training time to build knowledge about aspect labels, my system can
use only 80% of the data in any given cross-validation iteration to try to build knowledge of
aspects. (It may be reasonable to assume that a good number of the infrequently-mentioned
aspects only appear once in a given data set, and would not get learned if separating training
and test data, as I did by using cross-validation for evaluation.)

One part of their pruning algorithm involves heuristics to make sure that the word life
does not enter the lexicon if it only appears in the aspect baery life; the rules for the heuris-
tic they used to do so are a rather complex, whereas in my system I rely on a relative naïve
classifier to determine if a token is inside or outside of a multi-word aspect expression. Per-
haps such hand-craed rules can offer advantages in a particular domain but the effort of
hand-craing and tuning them is high. For fairness’ sake, I report their results both with and
without this pruning and the heuristic to add rarely-mentioned aspects to their lexicon.

Hu and Liu (2004) also offered aspect classification results from a production system called
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FASTR2 as a baseline; these are also included. FASTR seems to be more of a noun phrase
indexing tool than an aspect extraction tool, so its poor performance is perhaps not surprising.

e results reported in (Popescu and Etzioni, 2007), while impressive, are only for explic-
itly labelled noun phrase aspects, not all aspects. ey do not consider implied features (e.g.,
It is too bulky to fit in my pocket would be annotated in the data with a negative opinion of
the aspect size, which does not appear anywhere in the sentence). Effectively, the authors
chose to exclude an entire set of difficult cases which would likely have reduced their recall,
whereas I did not. e authors did not run any experiments with such implicit features on
this dataset. e “more similar task” aggregate results listed for the (Popescu and Etzioni,
2007) paper reflects their efforts at classifying whether token-opinion-sentence tuples are as-
pects or not. is approach is rather unusual, but is more similar to the task I worked on, so
the results might offer a more realistic comparison.

e work by Ly et al. (2011) is very similar to the work by Hu and Liu (2004), with the
addition of some extra filtering of noun phrases when building the lexicon of possible product
aspects; they parse sentences first and then only consider nouns or noun phrases that serve as
either a subject or an object in the sentence. e same comments and caveats made of the Hu
and Liu (2004) methodology therefore apply to the Ly et al. (2011) as well. ese authors only
applied their method to three of the five data sets; no reason for excluding the remaining two
was given in their paper. It is unusual that they achieved exactly the same recall as Hu and
Liu in all three data sets, while achieving beer precision in each case; one might expect to
see recall affected in at least some slight way (whether positively or negatively) if the method
is indeed doing something novel.

Of all the comparisons of extracting aspects, the work by Hu and Liu (2004) without the
hand-tuned heuristics for pruning aspects from the lexicon and finding infrequent aspects
is the most similar task, and the most fair comparison; this is one where my system offers
consistently (if slightly) beer precision and poorer recall, although the difference in recall
would probably be less if those authors had separated their data into training and test sets.

My system’s ability to classify aspects in sentences in this difficult data set has precision
that is in the ballpark of more task-specific rules-based approaches that undertake similar
or simpler tasks. My system, however, suffers from relatively poor recall even taking into
account the differences among systems.
2FASTR was created by Christian Jacquemin, and is available at http://perso.limsi.fr/jacquemi/FASTR/.

http://perso.limsi.fr/jacquemi/FASTR/
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Classifying the sentiments of aspects

Sentiment-bearing terms were not tagged in the Amazon data, so there is no gold standard
against which to compare.

7.2.2 Performance finding all aspect-sentiment pairs in a sentence

It is a more challenging and more interesting task to classify both product aspects and the
associated sentiments in a sentence than is classifying aspects alone. To be clear: this is not
the same task as classifying a whole sentence as positive or negative; rather, it is the task
of finding sentiments expressed about stated aspects while ignoring sentiments about the
products and services themselves.

A brief word is offered about how I counted results. As this section of the evaluation con-
siders sentences, I considered a sentence a full true positive if and only if it correctly extracted
all aspects and correctly predicted the sentiment of each aspect. In cases where I was only
partially successful, I apportioned a percentage of the result to each class. For illustration,
consider a sentence containingmentions of two aspects, eachwith a corresponding sentiment
(and, for simplicity, it is assumed that there are no objective mentions of aspects in such a sen-
tence). Let us pretend that my classifier correctly identifies one aspect and its sentiment (one
true positive); misses the other mentioned aspect entirely (one false negative); and classifies
another token in the sentence as an aspect though it is not one (one false positive). For the
purposes of calculating precision, recall, and accuracy, I would consider this to be 1/3 of a true
positive, 1/3 of a false negative, and 1/3 of a false positive, and apportion no contribution to
the count of true negatives. Correctly reconciling a product aspect and a sentiment-bearing
token but incorrectly classifying the sentiment orientation (positive/negative) was consid-
ered a false negative, just as if the aspect had been missed or if the sentiment-bearing word
had been missed.

In this manner, I gave partial credit to my system if it was able to reconcile parts of very
long compound sentences that mentioned multiple aspects.

As in all human-annotated data, some annotation errors were noticed. One particularly
egregious one is the following sentence in the cell phone reviews:

t-mobile[-2] their network coverage is very sporadic , and the network always
seems overloaded , resulting in very unpleasant calling experience .

which my system tagged as follows:
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their network coverageaspect is very sporadicsentiment-neg , and the networkaspect

always seems overloadedsentiment-neg , resulting in veryunpleasantsentiment-neg call-
ing experience .

When aspect words and sentiment-bearing words were reconciled, the system tagged
two aspect-sentiment pairs: a negative sentiment about the network coverage (reconciling
network coverage with sporadic), and a negative sentiment about the network (reconciling
the laer with overloaded). e laer could be improved by recognizing that network in this
context means network capacity, specifically. e system seems to have done a good job of
ignoring calling experience, which looks like an aspect at first glance, but is arguably not so;
in the pre-smartphone era, a bad calling experience is not entirely removed from saying that
it’s merely an inherently bad phone (just as, arguably, a car that drives badly does not have
an aspect of driving). At best, calling experience seems like it might fall in a grey area, so its
exclusion is perhaps forgivable. And nonetheless, the annotations that my system provided
seemed much beer, in my opinion, than rolling it all up and blaming the cellular carrier
(in this case, T-Mobile); it seems reasonable to state that T-Mobile is not an inherent aspect
of the cell phone model (as the phone may be perfectly serviceable in a different state, on a
different carrier, or in a different country), but that poor ability to pick up a network signal
and maintain a connection to the network could well be aspects of that particular phone
(and so should not be discarded entirely). In the evaluation of my system’s performance
on this sentence, I scored a 0.67 false positive and 0.33 false negative, which counts as a
total failure; such a score is perhaps not entirely reflective of the adequate (or beer) system
performance in this example. Finally, from a sentence-processing perspective, there is no
local indication that the phone is on the T-Mobile network, making that aspect annotation
particularly challenging.

Two sets of sentence-level experiments were performed. In the first, each product’s data
set was considered only against itself, and the system was run through fivefold cross valida-
tion (as before). In the second sentence-level experiment, I used four of the products’ data to
train the system, and tested on the fih product’s data, in order to demonstrate whether the
system had the ability to test on out-of-domain data. e inclusion of two digital cameras in
the data made for an interesting aspect; the two trials that tested on digital cameras also had
some digital camera data in their training set, whereas in the other three such trials, the test
data was in an entirely different product domain than the training data.
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Data set Apex Canon Creative
DVD player digital camera MP3 player

P R F1 A P R F1 A P R F1 A
Hu and Liu (2004) 0.607 0.653 0.629 0.927 0.643 0.719 0.679 0.927 0.589 0.784 0.673 0.842
Popescu and Etzioni (2007) - - - - - - - - - - - -
Ly et al. (2011) - - 0.791 - - - 0.753 - - - - -

Carter (fivefold cross-validation)
- aspects only 0.767 0.037 0.069 0.578 0.804 0.119 0.204 0.713 0.880 0.153 0.260 0.674
- aspects + some products 0.969 0.043 0.081 0.553 0.813 0.135 0.224 0.635 0.854 0.143 0.244 0.630

Data set Nikon Nokia Mean
digital camera cellular phone

P R F1 A P R F1 A P R F1 A
Hu and Liu (2004) 0.554 0.634 0.591 0.946 0.815 0.675 0.738 0.764 0.641 0.693 0.662 0.881
Popescu and Etzioni (2007) - - - - - - - - 0.679 0.676 0.678 -
Ly et al. (2011) - - - - - - 0.722 - - - 0.755 -

Carter (fivefold cross-validation)
- aspects only 0.870 0.182 0.294 0.691 0.819 0.191 0.299 0.652 0.828 0.136 0.225 0.662
- aspects + some products 0.936 0.255 0.396 0.645 0.822 0.218 0.335 0.594 0.879 0.159 0.256 0.611

Table 7.2: Comparing results of fivefold cross-validation within each data set to similar
sentence-level tasks

Comparative results - supervised case

Performance of my system running in a supervised fashion (with fivefold cross-validation) is
listed in Table 7.2, along with results of several other papers that have tried to do somewhat
comparable aspect-specific sentiment extraction on the same data (or a subset thereo).

Once again, my results are compared to tasks that are similar but not identical. e sec-
ond set of results, labelled aspects + some products, makes no effort to discard obvious cases
where products were annotated as if they were product aspects, and is perhaps the more fair
comparison against others’ work. e first set of results, labelled aspects only, is the more
interesting set of results, as product annotations (incorrectly annotated as product aspects)
were removed from the data.

To calculate accuracy, Hu and Liu (2004) used a voting system to determine opinion po-
larity only at the sentence level (not at the product aspect level). For example, if a sentence
has two positive opinions of two aspects and a negative opinion of an aspect, the authors con-
sider the sentence positive and deem their algorithm successful if the sentence is classified as
positive. is is a simpler task than I have undertaken; this approach glosses over individual
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errors tagging the sentiments of aspects. e authors list precision and recall at the sentence
level, as well: they calculate whether they have correctly classified a sentence as containing
opinions or not, which is also a simpler task.

e same caveat that was noted in the aspect classifier results applies here too: Hu and
Liu (2004) did not separate data into training and test sets, and built a product aspect lexicon
using the entire data set, which would presumably boost their recall, particularly when they
can get credit for product aspects that only appear once in a given data set.

A note on reconciling the results: the authors listed their digital camera results as “digital
camera 1” and “digital camera 2” in (Hu and Liu, 2004), which is ambiguous. ankfully, in
(Ding et al., 2008), which is co-authored by Bing Liu, the number of reviews for each of the
digital cameras is listed, so I have been able to determine that that “digital camera 1” refers
to the Canon G3, and that “digital camera 2” refers to the Nikon Coolpix 4300. Popescu and
Etzioni (2007) simply enumerate all five data sets, but since they include comparative results
from (Hu and Liu, 2004), I manually reconciled their results.

Popescu and Etzioni (2007) use a different sentence-level experimental setup: they se-
lect 800 (token, aspect, sentence) tuples from the five product review sets, manually annotate
each tuple as positive/negative/neutral (rather than inferring it from the sentence-level anno-
tations in the source data, as I chose to), and then separately report the results of extracting
the opinions and extracting the opinion polarity (whereas I and the other papers chose to
report the results of the combined task). I have provided an estimate for the combined task
by multiplying the precision results for their two separate tasks, and multiplying the recall
results for their two separate tasks. As the raw numeric results are not strictly percentages,
this is perhaps not a perfect proxy, but gives an optimistic indication how a system with their
reported precision and recall might perform on a combined task.

Ly et al. (2011) offer several variations on their experimental method. eir best results
were using non-hierarchical clustering of product aspects, reported in Table 3 in their paper;
these are the results I compare against. ey report only F1 score. e experiment they per-
formed, however, was somewhat limited. e authors selected only three out of five of the
data sets (the Canon camera, the Apex DVD player, and the Nokia phone). In each data set,
they extracted only opinionated sentences (thereby omiing all objective sentences). Further-
more, they manually partitioned the sentences into subtopics, one partition per opinion, and
manually mapped similar and synonymous terms for product features into clusters. ese de-
cisions simplify their task, reducing the likelihood of false positives, so perhaps their results
should be taken with a grain of salt.

e precision of my system is notably beer on this sentence-level task than the results
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Data set Apex Canon Creative
DVD player digital camera MP3 player

P R F1 A P R F1 A P R F1 A
Hu and Liu (2004) 0.607 0.653 0.629 0.927 0.643 0.719 0.679 0.927 0.589 0.784 0.673 0.842
Popescu and Etzioni (2007) - - - - - - - - - - - -
Ly et al. (2011) - - 0.791 - - - 0.753 - - - - -

Carter (domain adaptation)
- aspects only 0.900 0.028 0.054 0.576 0.763 0.138 0.234 0.718 0.763 0.105 0.185 0.653
- aspects + some products 0.833 0.029 0.056 0.546 0.760 0.159 0.263 0.643 0.768 0.110 0.193 0.612

Data set Nikon Nokia Mean
digital camera cellular phone

P R F1 A P R F1 A P R F1 A
Hu and Liu (2004) 0.554 0.634 0.591 0.946 0.815 0.675 0.738 0.764 0.641 0.693 0.662 0.881
Popescu and Etzioni (2007) - - - - - - - - 0.679 0.676 0.678 -
Ly et al. (2011) - - - - - - 0.722 - - - 0.755 -

Carter (domain adaptation)
- aspects only 0.838 0.207 0.332 0.699 0.887 0.143 0.247 0.647 0.8302 0.124 0.210 0.659
- aspects + some products 0.882 0.233 0.369 0.631 0.900 0.135 0.235 0.571 0.829 0.133 0.223 0.601

Table 7.3: Comparing results of domain adaption experiment (training on four data sets and
testing on the fih) to similar sentence-level tasks

in (Hu and Liu, 2004) and in (Popescu and Etzioni, 2007), though my recall is rather weak,
albeit achieved on a more difficult formulation of the task.

Domain adaptability

A final experiment on the Amazon review data was conceived to test whether my system
can adapt to domains that are at least somewhat different than the data upon which it was
trained (a scenario similar to the task of being able to handle unforeseen language); and,
simultaneously, to see if the system would perform beer on a larger training set. (While the
size of the training set is not of particular concern to rules-based systems, a large training set
is rather important for machine learning systems.)

In each trial, I trained my system on the reviews of four products and tested on the fih
product. I compare my results to others’ somewhat similar sentence-level tasks in Table 7.3.

Results were not terribly different than the experiment where I merely performed fivefold
cross-validation within each set of product reviews. Aggregate precision went up trivially,
and aggregate recall went down trivially. is performance could be considered unimpres-
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sive or commendable. One might expect that, because the system was trained on a much
larger data set in this experiment, it should perform beer than in the cross-validation ex-
periment. On the other hand, in this particular experiment, at training time, the system was
deprived of the domain-specific terms that it would learn in the cross-validation experiment
(though to a lesser extent in the two trials where a set of digital camera reviews was used
as the test set, since at least some digital camera data would appear care of the other digital
camera’s reviews). Perhaps the increase in the amount of training data offsets the decrease
in the domain applicability of the training data, effectively cancelling each other out. Over-
all, results were similar whether the system was performing cross-validation within a single
product’s reviews or whether it was training on four products’ reviews and training on a fih,
characterized by good precision and poor recall.

7.3 Performance on SemEval-2014 task 4 data

e experimental results that follow presently are those achieved analyzing the data used in
the SemEval-2014 task 4 competition (Pontiki et al., 2014). ere are two sets of data: one
consisting of sentences extracted from reviews of a large number of restaurants in the New
York City area, and one consisting of sentences extracted from reviews of a large number of
laptops of various makes and models.

ere were two versions of the SemEval-2014 data prepared; almost all competitors used
the version one data; and those competitors who submied results using version two data
generally also submied results of the same experiments on version one data. Accordingly, I
chose to use the version one data. ere were few differences between the two versions.

Competitors had the ability to state whether they would be creating a constrained or un-
constrained system. e distinction was introduced so that simple systems that had relatively
lile world knowledge (hence, constrained) could be compared against each other, and sys-
tems trained on data not provided as a part of the competition could be compared against
each other (hence, unconstrained). Put more explicitly, the intent was to give advantage to
simple systems over systems that were trained on, for example, all of Wikipedia. e orga-
nizers deemed, however, that any number of lexicons could be used in the constrained task,
and offered no particular constraints for how such lexicons could be created; so, in practice,
there was lile discernible difference in the constrained and unconstrained solutions.3 Off-
3One team (Kiritchenko et al., 2014) that did very well in constrained versions of the tasks aributed their
success in general to the work compiling many lexicons solely for the competition, and specifically credits their
excellent results to one particular domain-specific word-aspect lexicon they developed for the task. Craing a
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the-shelf statistical parsers (e.g., that in Stanford CoreNLP) had been considered acceptable by
the organizers in the constrained task, even though such parsers are trained on many corpora
from outside the competition domain. Accordingly, I have chosen to ignore such considera-
tions and comparemy results against both the constrained and unconstrained results; though,
had I compiled a lexicon of common (or even of all) WordNet adjective-aribute pairs rather
than looking them up on-the-fly, my system would presumably have been considered to be
constrained by the organizers’ definition.

Two analyses are offered: one of the individual sentiment word and product aspect word
classifiers (corresponding to the subtasks 1 and 2, respectively, in the SemEval-2014 task 4
competition), and one of the sentence-by-sentence performance of the system. My results
are compared against the 31 other teams that competed in the SemEval-2014 task 4. It is
probably unreasonable for this sole M.A.Sc. student to outperform the best of the best in this
competition; the most successful entrants appeared to be teams of four or more people where
members have doctorate degrees in natural language processing and impressively illustrious
careers, including (in some cases) previous successes in SemEval and other such competitions.
Notwithstanding, it seems reasonable to try to achieve results at or near the mid-field.

e two SemEval-2014 task 4 data sets are much larger than those in the Amazon re-
view data set. e laptops data set contains 3045 training sentences and 800 test sentences,
while the restaurants data set contains 3041 training sentences and 800 test sentences; by
comparison, the five Amazon review sets contained 346, 546, 597, 740, and 1716 sentences,
a further 20% of which were excluded from training when running cross-validation. Also,
whereas many sentences in the Amazon reviews contained no aspect-specific sentiments, it
appears that all of the sentences in the SemEval-2014 task 4 data included at least one aspect-
sentiment expression. A machine learning system such as the one I developed can probably
be expected to perform beer when fed with more data in this manner.

7.3.1 Classifier performance

e performance measurements of the aspect word and sentiment-bearing word classifiers
are offered in Tables 7.4 and 7.5, respectively. ese results examine solely whether the sys-
tems can tag aspect words in a sentence, and, given an aspect word, whether the system can
predict its polarity. is is a simpler challenge than evaluating performance on entire sen-
tences (which is offered in the following subsection), where multiple aspects might be present

specific and nominally single-use lexicon using resources from, e.g., Wikipedia or WordNet, starts to blur the
distinction between the constrained and unconstrained tasks.
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in one sentence, and where a system has to both identify the word and classify its sentiment
orientation.

My system is compared against the aggregated results of the 31 teams that participated in
the SemEval-2014 task 4. Rather than listing all 31 teams’ results4, four results are listed (per
subtask): the mean performance of all competitors; the performance of the least successful
team; the performance of the median team; and the performance of the most successful team.
Note that the organizers of the SemEval-2014 task 4 released only precision, recall, and F1

scores for the first subtask (tagging aspects in sentences), and only accuracy scores for the
second subtask (predicting polarity given tagged aspects).

In general, all systems (including mine) appeared to have an easier time with the restau-
rant reviews compared to the laptop reviews; lowest, highest, mean and median precision
and recall were higher in the restaurant reviews.

Classifying product aspects

I compared my system’s ability to label product aspects in sentences (independent of any
effort to glean stated sentiments) to the results of those who participated in the SemEval-
2014 task 4 subtask 1 challenge.

In the fairest comparison (Table 7.4, exact match only rows), my system, operating in a
supervised manner and allowing only exact matches in cases where aspects were composed
of multiple words, offered higher precision than all other systems on the laptop reviews,
though perhaps not significantly so (Figure 7.1, le side). My system – whether running in
a supervised manner or using co-training with only half of the training data being labelled
– offered precision on the restaurant reviews that was roughly tied with the top competitor,
and much higher than the mean and median (Figure 7.1, right side).

My system offered weaker performance in recall; somewhat below the mean and me-
dian when processing the laptop reviews in a supervised manner, and roughly tied with the
mean and well below the median when examining restaurant reviews. Co-training offered
much worse recall, though still beer than the worst of the SemEval-2014 task 4 competitors;
though, of the two, the reduction in recall when co-training was much less pronounced in
the restaurant review data.

With high precision and relatively weak recall, my system achieved F1 scores that placed
mid-pack among SemEval competitors (Figure 7.2) when considering all test data in a super-
vised manner. When co-training with the laptop data, my F1 was below average; whereas
4Full SemEval-2014 task 4 results are available at http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2014/task4/

http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2014/task4/
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Data set Laptop reviews Restaurant reviews
P R F1 A P R F1 A

SemEval task 4 subtask 1
(aspect term extraction)

mean performance 0.690 0.504 0.562 - 0.767 0.672 0.708 -
lowest performance 0.231 0.148 0.239 - 0.371 0.340 0.383 -
median performance 0.756 0.551 0.605 - 0.818 0.720 0.727 -
highest performance 0.848 0.671 0.746 - 0.909 0.827 0.840 -

Carter (fully supervised, using all 0.863 0.401 0.547 0.632 0.915 0.681 0.781 0.647
training data, exact match only)
Carter (training with first half, 0.822 0.292 0.430 0.581 0.909 0.587 0.713 0.589
co-training with second half,
exact match)
Carter (training with second half, 0.829 0.224 0.353 0.559 0.910 0.616 0.734 0.606
co-training with first half,
exact match)

Carter (fully supervised, using all 0.899 0.523 0.661 0.710 0.934 0.783 0.852 0.764
training data, allowing partial match)
Carter (training with first half, 0.884 0.410 0.560 0.655 0.928 0.697 0.796 0.704
co-training with second half,
partial match)
Carter (training with second half, 0.886 0.338 0.489 0.625 0.928 0.723 0.813 0.722
co-training with first half,
partial match)

Table 7.4: Comparing aspect word extraction results on SemEval task 4 (subtask 1) data
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Figure 7.1: Comparing aspect word identification precision on SemEval task 4 (subtask 1) data

when co-training with the restaurant reviews, my F1 scores were slightly above the mean
and tied with the median.

Allowing a partial match (Table 7.4, partial match rows) when considering aspects (e.g., if
an aspect in the gold standard data is labelled LCD screen and I give myself credit for labelling
only screen), my results improve across the board; in particular, the poor recall previously
observed in the laptop review data seems to increase to competitive levels (above mean but
belowmedian when running in a supervised manner). is is not an entirely fair comparison,
as no other competitors were evaluated in thismanner; it does provide an indication, however,
that the classifier is building a reasonable base of knowledge.

e product aspect classification performance of my system on the SemEval-2014 data
can be described as being roughly average among the 31 teams, and is characterized by very
high precision and rather low recall.

Accuracy was not reported in the competition results, but I offer my system’s accuracy
performance for future comparison and to illustrate that, even in cases where recall is low,
accuracy remains at reasonable levels.
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Figure 7.2: Comparing aspect word identification F1 scores on SemEval task 4 (subtask 1) data

Classifying the sentiments of aspects

e second subtask in the SemEval-2014 task 4 challenge was to predict the stated aspect-
specific sentiment of sentences where the product aspect(s) was/were already labelled. I com-
pared my system’s performance on this task to those who entered the challenge (Table 7.5
and Figure 7.3).

Accuracy was the only metric reported by the challenge organizers. is makes some
sense: since the task is one of choosing among four possible sentiment values (positive, neg-
ative, objective, and “conflict”, indicating both positive and negative sentiments about the
aspect in the same sentence), there can be no concept of a false positive. By extension, a
system that gets at least one correct result in the entire data set will score a precision of 1.0,
making precision a largely useless metric in this task.

When my system was used in an entirely supervised manner, it (just barely, and prob-
ably not significantly) beat all competitors in the SemEval-2014 task 4 challenge. Even the
co-training results are well above both mean and median on the laptop reviews. On the other
hand, when trying to classify sentiments in the restaurant reviews, performance of the super-
vised systemwas tied with the mean and very slightly lower than the median competitor; and
the accuracy when co-training was almost 10% worse than the mean and median competitor,
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Data set Laptop reviews Restaurant reviews
P R F1 A P R F1 A

SemEval task 4 subtask 2
(determine polarity of given aspects)

mean performance - - - 0.590 - - - 0.691
lowest performance - - - 0.365 - - - 0.417
median performance - - - 0.586 - - - 0.708
highest performance - - - 0.705 - - - 0.810

Carter (fully supervised, using all 1.00 0.467 0.637 0.719 1.00 0.591 0.743 0.690
training data)
Carter (training with first half, 1.00 0.370 0.541 0.668 1.00 0.529 0.692 0.643
co-training with second hal)
Carter (training with second half, 1.00 0.360 0.529 0.662 1.00 0.513 0.678 0.631
co-training with first hal)

Table 7.5: Comparing sentiment orientation classification results (given tagged aspects) on
SemEval-2014 task 4 (subtask 2) data

though still much beer than the least successful teams that participated in the challenge.
My system thus appears to offer fairly compelling performance in classifying the senti-

ments expressed about known product aspects in these data sets, even when co-training with
only half of the training data being labelled.

7.3.2 Performance finding all aspect-sentiment pairs in a sentence

It is a more challenging and more interesting task to classify both product aspects and the
associated sentiments in a sentence than is classifying aspects in isolation. Sadly, this was
not a part of the SemEval-2014 task 4 challenge, although it would be a natural extension
thereof. My system’s sentence-level results are listed in Table 7.6.

Compared to the performance of my system analyzing full sentences in the Amazon re-
view data (Table 7.2, page 83), my system performs much beer on the SemEval-2014 task 4
data, with somewhat beer precision and much beer recall.

e performance of co-training in a real-world and suitably difficult task can be analyzed
here. e co-trained models were trained using only half as much labelled data as the su-
pervised model. Precision remained sufficiently high to conclude that it was tied with the
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Figure 7.3: Comparing sentiment orientation classification results (given tagged aspects) in
SemEval-2014 task 4 (subtask 2) data

Data set Laptop reviews Restaurant reviews
P R F1 A P R F1 A

Carter - test sets A & B combined
- fully supervised, using all
training data, all test data

0.890 0.268 0.412 0.596 0.936 0.507 0.658 0.600

- training with first half,
co-training with second half

0.880 0.121 0.213 0.528 0.933 0.321 0.477 0.468

- training with second half,
co-training with first half

0.935 0.103 0.185 0.523 0.923 0.354 0.512 0.488

- mean performance loss when
using co-training with only half
of the labelled training data

-2% 58% 52% 12% 1% 34% 25% 20%

Table 7.6: Aspect-specific opinion extraction results on SemEval-2014 task 4 competition data
(classifying aspects and sentiments simultaneously, given unlabelled sentences)
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supervised model. Recall dropped quite a bit. In the laptop reviews, the F1 score roughly
halved, whereas in the restaurant reviews it dropped an average of 25%. Accuracy suffered
22% in the worst of the trials. ese results are somewhat comforting: using only half as
much training data seems to reduce the F1 by half, at worst, while maintaining high preci-
sion. is could be an acceptable trade-off in a particular application domain, since labelled
data is both difficult and expensive to produce.

By comparison, Nigam and Hurst (2004) offers insight into humans’ classification per-
formance. Humans seem to be able to classify polarity at the sentence level with roughly
88% precision and 70% recall. My system, performing a more nuanced task of classifying
aspect-specific sentiments at the sentence level, certainly meets this level of precision, if not
exceeding it; though does nowhere near as well at recall. (Human brains, viewed as a natural
language processing machine, are trained on much larger language models than my system,
so one could intuitively expect that humans might have beer recall than mere natural lan-
guage processing soware trained on about 3000 sentences of data.)

7.4 Finer points of the co-training algorithm

e co-training algorithm I developed (Algorithm 2, right column, page 52) has several pa-
rameters that can be tuned.

At each iteration, the algorithm will add to the training set a maximum given number
of new examples. Reducing this number increases the computational burden and tends to
lead to higher precision and lower recall (Table 7.7).5 In effect, the algorithm can be directly
tuned for higher precision or higher (albeit still low) recall, which is may be useful for some
applications. (By comparison, support vector machines have been criticized in some circles
for not being directly tuneable for precision versus recall.)

e other key tuneable parameter in my algorithm is the prediction confidence floor to
be used for data added at each iteration; the algorithm requires that the SVM classifier have
at least a certain percentage confidence of its prediction for the exemplar to be considered
for inclusion in the next round of training data. It appears that the support vector machine’s
raw performance makes this value largely moot; increasing this threshold above 55% results
in usable data being omied from the trained model. is may not be true of all data sets,
but at least for the natural language processing tasks explored in this dissertation, using this
5e results of in this table indicate sentence-level performance, but reflect a mildly different set of features
than was used in other experiments in this dissertation; as such, the numbers in this table are not directly
comparable to other results, but the trend is illustrated nonetheless.
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Maximum number of unlabelled Laptop reviews Restaurant reviews
tokens added to each trained
model per co-training iteration P R F1 A P R F1 A

250 0.943 0.117 0.209 0.531 0.936 0.241 0.384 0.413
2500 0.885 0.127 0.223 0.531 0.920 0.321 0.475 0.464

10 000 0.879 0.155 0.264 0.543 0.926 0.372 0.530 0.502
no co-training 0.897 0.228 0.364 0.579 0.946 0.432 0.593 0.551

Table 7.7: Effect of changing maximum number of tokens classified per co-training iteration,
using SemEval-2014 task 4 data and subject to confidence floor of 55%

confidence floor threshold offered relatively lile benefit beyond pushing marginal examples
to later iterations of co-training; withmore data at later iterations, the support vectormachine
has more estimated confidence in its classification, so marginal cases get added much later in
the co-training process, or get rejected with greater certainty.

7.5 Are these good results?

I strove to make soware that was both useful and usable on a novel task.
Performance on three related tasks was analyzed:

• the ability to identify product aspects in opinionated text taken from reviews

• the ability to predict the sentiment (positive or negative) of given aspects

• the ability, given an unlabelled sentence, to identify any product aspects mentioned
and any particular sentiment expressed about such aspects

My system’s performance when operating in a supervised manner (using all available
labelled data) was illustrated; and, when appropriate, so too was its performance when using
only half of the labelled data as the seed for co-training, and considering the other half of the
training data as if it were not labelled.

A subjective summary of performance on the aspect identification and sentiment classi-
fication tasks is offered in Table 7.8.6 It is difficult to make a strong claim about the results
6e table summarizes the F1 scores of the aspect labelling and the accuracy scores of the sentiment prediction.
Excellent indicates performance beer than any other comparable effort. Very good indicates performance
above the mean and median but below the best comparable work. Good indicates performance around the
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Task
Supervised
training

Co-training

Identify product aspects in a sentence

- Amazon reviews of five products Poor N/A
(not enough text)

- SemEval-2014 task 4 laptops Good Poor

- SemEval-2014 task 4 restaurants Very good Good

Classify sentiment expressed about aspect

- Amazon reviews of five products N/A
(dissimilar gold standard)

N/A
(dissimilar gold standard)

- SemEval-2014 task 4 laptops Excellent Very good

- SemEval-2014 task 4 restaurants Good Mediocre

Table 7.8: Subjective evaluation of performance on the evaluation tasks

gleaned from the Amazon data, as direct comparison to others’ work was difficult. When
processing the SemEval-2014 data, my system showed beer results on the restaurant data
in both subtasks than it did when considering the data about laptops; but, compared to other
teams who participated in the SemEval-2014 competition, it performed relatively beer when
working with the restaurant data. ere were notable differences in language between the
restaurant and laptop data sets; anecdotally, sentiment-bearing words in the restaurant data
seemed to be more varied and creative. My system was tuned on the Amazon reviews of
five electronic products, and the language in those reviews bears more similarity to the lap-
top data used in SemEval-2014 than to the restaurant data; this could account for the beer
performance in the experiments with the laptop reviews.

emore interesting task of starting with an unlabelled sentence and finding the opinions
expressed about specific aspects therein is harder to evaluate comparatively. My performance
on this task was numerically poor if considering others’ work on the Amazon reviews; how-
ever, there were assumptions or methodological differences in others’ work that made the
comparison difficult, and there were notable annotation errors where product sentiments
were included when they should have been omied. Performance analyzing unlabelled sen-
tences in the SemEval-2014 task 4 data was noticeably beer; but since sentence-level per-

mean and median. Mediocre indicates performance no more than 10% below the mean and median. Poor means
performance much worse than the mean and median. N/A indicates that no meaningful comparison could be
performed.
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formance was not part of the challenge, there are no results against which to compare mine.
Notwithstanding, at this challenging task of extracting nuanced opinions from raw sentences,
my system offered excellent precision and fairly weak recall. Co-training using only half of
the labelled data did not affect precision, but caused quite a drop in recall.

ese are good results. e task is quite challenging, and my system’s performance ap-
pears to be competitive.

My system generally offers very good precision and relatively poor recall. While the
F1 score is perhaps the customary metric on which to focus, an argument can be made that
precision is the more appropriate metric in this task. For example, Sokolova and Lapalme
(2009) analyze and contrast various common performance measures in NLP. ey note that,
in contrast to recall, accuracy, and F1 score, “Precision…may be more reliable when manual
labelling follows rigorous rules for a negative class” (Sokolova and Lapalme, 2009, Section
5, Invariance I4), which is the case in the annotation schemes used for the data sets used in
these experiments. ey also note that recall7 (and, by extension, F1 score) is less “reliable
if the representative power of positive and negative classes is uncertain” (Sokolova and La-
palme, 2009, Section 5, Invariance I8), which is the case here, since, in any new sentence,
it is uncertain whether the proportion of sentiment-bearing words, aspect words, and other
words is remotely proportional to the training data (or, more simply: since sentences have
different authors, a new sentence may be completely surprising in its language compared to
the learned models). ese two properties suggest that precision may in fact be a more useful
measure for the task at hand given the data sets used.

e system can perform aspect-based sentiment extraction and is available (Appendix A).
is makes it usable.

e high precision of my system would help it excel in an ensemble learning scenario,
which makes it both relevant and interesting: when my system aempts to extract an aspect-
sentiment pair, it tends to do so correctly; but it misses many such pairs. Simply: when it
guesses, it tends to guess right; it knows its own expertise.

e effectiveness of artificial intelligence techniques that share this particular property
has been demonstrated in IBM’s demonstrations of its Watson question answering system,
which is an ensemble of hundreds of specialized language analysis (and information retrieval)
components, each with high precision and good confidence estimation; recall is not terribly
important.8 In such a system, where many components might vote on a result, it is important
7along with sensitivity and AUC, two measures that are less common in NLP applications
8In a paper describing Watson’s performance competing on the Jeopardy! television show, it was noted that
“confidence, precision, and answering speed are of critical importance.” (Ferrucci et al., 2010)
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that each component vote only if it is confident in its answers, so high precision is critical.
Low recall can be worked around by adding new components with different expertise; ef-
fectively building coverage by having components which can each handle a small subset of
data in a complementary fashion. Watson can be considered to be among the most advanced
and effective systems in the natural language processing domain at present. Accordingly, my
system having low recall, while not ideal, does not disqualify it from excellence; rather, it
demonstrates a property that makes it useful for a particular set of NLP applications.

Furthermore, my system could estimate its own competence on a given sentence, since
its underlying classifiers offer estimates of classification confidence; it is relatively trivial to
heuristically or using AI combine these into a sentence-level confidence estimate. Such an
ability makes this technique applicable in systems like Watson, whose creators noted that:

“Confidence estimationwas very critical to shaping our overall approach inDeepQA.
ere is no expectation that any component in the system does a perfect job —
all components post features of the computation and associated confidences, and
we use a hierarchical machine-learning method to combine all these features and
decide whether or not there is enough confidence in the final answer to aempt
to buzz in and risk geing the question wrong.” (Ferrucci et al., 2010, page 60)

“What is far more important than any particular technique we use is how we
combine them in DeepQA such that over-lapping approaches can bring their
strengths to bear and contribute to improvements in accuracy, confidence, or
speed.” (Ferrucci et al., 2010, page 68)

Accordingly, there is at least one well-known and successful NLP system for which high
precision and the ability to estimate one’s own competence are key properties of a component
that can operate in an ensemble learning scenario. My soware has these two properties. I
believe this makes my soware useful.

e system thus appears to be both usable and useful; and thus, I postulate that these may
be good results indeed.



Chapter 8

Conclusions and future work

8.1 Conclusions

Several conclusions can be drawn from this work:

1. Soware was developed that can label sentiments expressed about specific aspects of a
product. is soware is both usable and useful. (Section 7.5)

2. e soware is beer at classifying the sentiments expressed about known aributes
in laptop reviews than any of the 31 teams who performed the same task in a recent
international NLP challenge (SemEval-2014 task 4). (Table 7.5)

3. e soware developed is characterized by its very high precision and somewhat weak
(or, in some cases, very weak) recall. (Chapter 7)

4. e soware can be trained with only labelled data (supervised learning), or can be
trained with fewer labelled data and a set of unlabelled data (co-training). Unlabelled
data are more readily available and much cheaper to procure or produce. (Chapter 7)

5. When using co-training to perform this aspect-specific sentiment analysis, precision
remains high or improves very slightly, at the expense of some recall. (Chapter 7)

6. is appears to be the first application of co-training to aspect-based sentiment analysis.
(Chapter 3)

7. e algorithm presented is directly tuneable, albeit to a small extent, for greater preci-
sion or greater recall. (Section 7.4)
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8. e system developed is able to handle new language that it has never seen before (a
criticism of some simpler NLP systems). (Section 6.5)

9. e algorithm implemented differs from the commonly accepted co-training algorithm
of Blum and Mitchell (1998), offering beer scalability and taking advantage of the
ability of newer machine learning classifiers to estimate the confidence in their own
predictions. e tuneable parameters of the algorithm herein are more intuitive than
those in (Blum and Mitchell, 1998). (Section 6.2)

10. My system has some demonstrated ability to adapt to slightly different product domains
where the language of the product aspects and the words used to express sentiment can
be quite different. (Section 7.2.2, Domain Adaptibility)

11. An NLP system with very high precision and somewhat weak recall (as mine can be
characterized) can be used on its own or perhaps to greater advantage in ensemble
learning, where when it votes, it will tend to vote correctly most of the time, staying
quiet otherwise. (Section 7.5)

12. e system handles casually-wrien text that includes misspellings, incorrect word
usage, and other quality phenomena that are prevalent in informal text wrien by the
public at large. (Chapter 5)

13. e task of identifying aspect-specific sentiments is both challenging and current; it is
an area of current interest and research, not a solved problem. (Chapter 7)

8.2 Summary of contributions

e contributions of this dissertation and the work it describes are:

• e first use of co-training for aspect-specific sentiment analysis (simultaneously train-
ing or classifying both the aspects of the product/service and the sentiment expressions)

• e natural language processing application of co-training using lexical information as
one co-training view and syntactic information as another co-training view

• A machine learning approach that is demonstrated to be able to correctly handle words
that have never been seen before; many tools in the sentiment analysis domain cannot
be easily ported to new domains, whereas mine has a demonstrated ability to do so
because of its ability to handle new language
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• Particularly high precision product aspect tagging, achieving higher precision on both
data sets in the SemEval-2014 task 4 subtask 1 than all 31 teamswho participated therein

• High accuracy predicting the semantic orientation of opinions expressed about known
aspects in the SemEval-2014 task 4 subtask 2 data; besting all teams who participated
in the challenge on one of the two data sets

• A first usable result in a sentence-level task on the SemEval-2014 task 4 data, where
entire unlabelled sentences are analyzed for both product aspects and the sentiments
expressed about them simultaneously, a real-world task extending the artificially con-
strained tasks in the SemEval-2014 competition

8.3 Future work

ere are several ways that the work herein could be improved or extended.

Extensions

e co-training algorithm developed in the course of this dissertation could be applied to
other tasks, both within the natural processing domain and outside of it. (By comparison,
Blum and Mitchell’s co-training algorithm has found diverse applications as seen in Sec-
tion 3.3).

It could be interesting to incorporate work on opinion strength. At present, I lump to-
gether all positive and all negative opinions, whereas in natural language, opinions are more
nuanced. If a consumer is using comparative ratings of an aspect-specific sentiment classifi-
cation system to make informed choices, it is probably advantageous that the strength of the
opinions be known and aggregated (e.g., a cell phone with many weakly negative opinions
about the baery life might be preferable to one with a similar number of very strong nega-
tive opinions about its baery life). ere is some existing academic work on strength-based
sentiment classification, e.g., (Wilson et al., 2004) and (Turney and Liman, 2003), so that
would seem a natural pairing.

One necessary compromise in trying to learn only aspect-specific sentiments herein was
a willful and purposeful ignorance of sentiments expressed about the products (atomically)
or the products’ brands. A step forward might be incorporating classifiers designed to label
such expressions at the same time as labelling aspect-specific sentiment terms; the sentiment-
bearing word classifier could likely be used as-is. e architecture of the system developed
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herein can be extended to any n lexically mutually exclusive classes; this could include named
entities, competing brands, or retailers. With additional learning models for products (and
synonyms thereo) and brands (perhaps by using a named entity tagger), a beer picture of
both the broader and more specific opinions expressed in text might be gleaned, for a beer
understanding of the messages conveyed by the creators of the text.

If this aspect-specific opinion classifier were used in a production environment, perhaps
to generate “report cards” on competing products, it would then be useful to incorporate
opinion spam detection, as in (Jindal and Liu, 2008), for example.

Improvements

ere are a few areas where the work herein could be improved.
e heuristic reconciling product aspects and the sentiments expressed about them is rel-

atively rudimentary (though effective). It makes rather strong simplifying assumptions about
the dependency structure of opinions expressed in natural language; a more appropriate ap-
proachmight be to usemachine learning to learn fromdata the dependency structure between
sentiment words and the aspects they modify. (Simple learners based on token distance have
been tried and, according to the literature, do not work very well.)

It seems reasonable to expect that the feature selection could be improved. Perhaps the
addition of more precise semantic role labels could help; or perhaps some graph-based or
label propagation methods might provide a boost. Specifically, the weak recall of the system
could stem from the small data sets used to train the system; or, perhaps it could be improved
by further such features.

Incorporating advances in more accurate and precise sentence parsing could help. e
Stanford CoreNLP folks issue compelling updates at an impressive rate, and as dependency
parsing improves, so too should my system. Alternatively, other parsers could be tried.

While the support vector machine classifier selected was a compelling choice, other clas-
sifiers could be used. LibLinear could possibly offer comparable classification performance
to LibSVM but should be able to train models in much less time; with faster training, it might
be possible to perform co-training iterations wherein a much smaller number of new data
are added at a time, which is not reasonably feasible with LibSVM on any non-trivial data
set. Similarly, Bayesian classifiers have a different set of strengths than support vector ma-
chines; they are generally beer at classifying negative examples, whereas SVM classifiers
shine when classifying positive examples (Sokolova et al., 2006). Perhaps using a different
core classifier could provide an improvement.
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Perhaps a beer sentiment-bearing word lexicon could be used. At least one top con-
tender in the SemEval-2014 task 4 challenge cited their sentiment lexicon as being key to their
strong performance, whereas I simply took an off-the-shelf hand-made lexicon (Section 5.5.2)
whose contents seemed reasonably explainable. Perhaps using more complex and/or larger
sentiment lexicons could improve recall.

Finally, some semi-supervised algorithms (e.g., that in (Yarowsky, 1995)) run a prediction
on all training data at each iteration to see if, for example, a borderline example that was
added in a previous iteration should now be rejected from the training data because it now
falls below a particular threshold due to the new knowledge gained by the classifier in the
mean time (termed “escaping from initial misclassifications” in the Yarowsky paper). at
could be a compelling addition to my approach.
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e soware

e soware developed in the course of this dissertation is made available for experimenta-
tion and for repeatability.

e soware is wrien in Java1, and is made available at:

https://github.com/davecart/cotraining

An executable .jar file (carter-thesis-executable-jar.zip) can be run from the command line.
Arguments can be listed by running the command:
java -jar processreviews-sept2014.jar help

e original data sets2, which need to be downloaded in order to run the soware, are
available at:

• Amazon reviews of five products (Hu and Liu, 2004)
http://www.cs.uic.edu/~liub/FBS/CustomerReviewData.zip

• Reviews of restaurants and laptops used in SemEval-2014 task 4 (Pontiki et al., 2014)
http://metashare.ilsp.gr:8080/repository/browse/semeval-2014-absa-test-data-gold-annotations/
b98d11cec18211e38229842b2b6a04d77591d40acd7542b7af823a54fb03a155/

1Java 6 is required. Java 7 or higher is recommended.
2ese data sets are the intellectual property of their respective creators and are not a contribution of this
dissertation.
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